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COSTA RICA, CENTRAL AMERICA, AND THE NEED FOR
INTERNATIONAL LAWt
Oscar Arias Slinchez*
It is my pleasure to welcome you all to beautiful Costa Rica. Standing
here today in front of a large group of lawyers is, if nothing else, the comic
opportunity of a liftetime, but I will resist my temptation to open my remarks
with a lawyerjoke. As you know, I too am a lawyer by training, and a shark
that attacks himself has a fool for a victim.
The truth is that I come here today not to undermine the legal profession
but to affirm its dignity. According to the English and American tradition,
we have the right to call ourselves something that should inspire us to live
up to the highest ideals of our profession: esquire. For many attorneys, writing the abbreviation "Esq." at the end of their names is a mere formality. But
it is a tradition rooted in chivalry, a tradition lawyers in every country would
do well to honor. In medieval Europe, an esquire had the honorable task of
bearing the shield for his companion knight. The esquire himself was often
a candidate for knighthood. This is the gallant metaphor that our societies
should demand we keep in mind. It reminds us that even though on a dayto-day basis we may be bogged down in mundane tasks, our profession is
entrusted with a much broader, much more sacred quest: to fight for equal
justice under law.
Today I would like to talk to you a little bit about how I have tried to live
up to that grand challenge, both during my first presidency in the 1980s and
today during my second administration. But in order to talk about my work,
first I have to tell you a little bit about my own country, Costa Rica.
COSTA RICA

My country has a remarkable story. The story begins with one of the
world's richest natural environments. My country covers only 0.1 percent
of the world's landmass and yet it contains a colossal four percent of the
world's biodiversity. Poison-dart frogs, spider monkeys, hummingbirds, toucans, and jaguars all roam our forests. Look out the windows of your hotel
rooms and you will look upon the Area de Conservaci6n Guanacaste, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. Its vast territory of 190,000 hectares cont President, Republic of Costa Rica; Nobel Peace Laureate, 1987.
* Address delivered at the Annual Convention of the International Society of Barristers, Four Seasons,
Peninsula Papagayo, Costa Rica, March 9, 2007.
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tains the greatest expanse of tropical dry forest in the world, and is also one
of the world's largest ecological reserves. Its borders encompass a rich profusion of ecosystems from lowland rain forests to the cloud-covered peaks
of the Orosi and the Rinc6n de la Vieja volcanoes, to the vast and sunny
plains now covered with regenerating dry forest, to the marine habitats of
the Pacific coast. In this eighty-five kilometer sweep from ocean to mountaintop live as many species as are found in all of North America above the
Mexican border.
The tropical climate in Costa Rica is also perfect for agriculture. We grow
rich coffee, plump bananas, and the sweetest pineapples you will ever taste.
Even if you think you do not like pineapples, trust me, you need to try one here.
But probably our proudest home-grown product is peace. In 1949, Costa
Rica became the first country in the world to entirely abolish its military.
Since then we have not wasted our money on weapons, and we have not
thrown away our young people fighting wars, we have not trashed our creative energy in a pit of dictatorship.
Because we have a beautiful country and live peacefully upon it, people
come from all over the world to visit us-more than a million and a half people every year. With the proceeds of sustainable agriculture and ecotourism,
we have invested in the education and health of our people. Since 1869, education has been free and mandatory for both boys and girls. We have one of
the most educated work forces in the world, with good English skills and a
high rate of literacy.
This education has paid off. While China and India bask in the limelight
of the outsourcing revolution, Costa Rica is quietly becoming a major information technology workshop. The most recent global outsourcing report
ranks Costa Rica the third most competitive outsourcing destination in the
world, behind only India and China. The list of major foreign corporations
that have come to Costa Rica is long. Hewlett-Packard, Hospira, Boston Scientific, and Proctor and Gamble are just a few. I'm not sure if you are aware
what Costa Rica's leading export is. Pineapples are number three. Bananas
are number two. And number one is... microchips. Intel has manufactured,
distributed, and developed chips here since 1998. 1 was excited to see that
they have also started providing chips for the new I-MACs and MacBook
laptops. Now I get to call Costa Rica an "Apple republic."
Our legal education is strong, as well. Former U.S. Vice President Dan
Quayle once complained that the U.S. had more lawyers per capita than any
other country in the world, but according to the estimates I have seen, Costa
Rica actually has more trained lawyers per capita than the U.S. (I don't
know if that's good or bad.) We have about one in 250 here compared to one
in 300 in your country. It just goes to show that the public lets politicians
off the hook easier for their math than for their spelling.
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PEACE IN CENTRAL AMERICA

I was certainly glad to have had legal training when I began my first term
as president twenty-one years ago. Today all the nations of Central America are at peace. Our economies are growing. Tourism to our volcanoes,
lagoons, forests, and beaches is booming. But it was not always like this.
Twenty-one years ago, Nicaragua, Guatemala, and El Salvador were bloodied by civil wars, and border fighting threatened to pull Honduras and even
my own country, Costa Rica, into the conflict. Leftist rebels fought rightwing governments. Death squads and paramilitary groups killed the innocent with the guilty. And the Soviet Union and United States sent weapons
to their chosen sides. At the time each side seemed to think that if they could
just kill a few more of the enemy, just destroy a few more of its bases, just
send a few more weapons to their troops, then peace would be at hand.
My administration disagreed. I took a stand opposing violent solution to
the conflicts, for as Gandhi said, "There is no road to peace. Peace is the
road." My administration called on the Nicaraguan leader, Daniel Ortega,
to hold elections. Many refused to believe that change could come about
without the threat of force. President Ronald Reagan told me that no Communist leader had ever left power voluntarily. I said to him, "We all know
history, Mr. President. But no one is obliged to repeat it."
Maybe it was the lawyer in me that had more faith in the negotiating table
than the battlefield, that wanted to solve matters with treaties, not troops. I
cannot say it was easy. As the Norwegian playwright Henrik Ibsen
remarked, "When you go out to struggle for peace and liberty, do not wear
your best pants."
In August of 1987, I convinced the presidents of Central America to come
together in Guatemala to try to reach a peace accord without the interference
of outside powers. I locked my fellow presidents in a hotel room until we
signed a plan to end the violence. Only by locking the back door, the door
with the easy exit toward war, did we discover the threshold of peace.
The exit toward peace is a narrow one, as you all know. All parties cannot
pass through with all of their desires and claims. In order to pass, each party
must leave something on the negotiating table. In my case, in 1987, I had to
accept that if I wanted everyone to agree on a peace plan that required free
elections, I could not insist that the plan call for the abolition of all Central
American militaries, because those militaries would have refused to abide
by the plan, and all would have been lost. But the historical lesson is still
clear. Dialogue is an incredibly potent tool, and military leverage is not
absolutely necessary in order to effect change.
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NEW PEACE INITIATIVES

Twenty years later my new administration is trying to apply this lesson,
as we pursue new initiatives for peace. Today, I would like to speak briefly
about two of these initiatives, the arms trade treaty and the initiative for "Paz
con la Naturaleza "-'peace with nature."
Arms Trade Treaty
For more than a decade, I have traveled the world supporting a commonsense, legal framework to regulate the deadly global arms trade. Conventional
arms kill hundreds of thousands of people every year and leave about 1.5 million disabled. They have been responsible for the death of over two million
children since 1990. They are the driving force behind the astronomical number of refugees in the world right now-about thirty-five million. The toll is
especially high in the developing world, where military spending saps precious
resources from development. I firmly believe that the global arms trade, with
its accompanying glut of military spending, represents the single most significant perversion of worldwide priorities known today.
You would think that, because the arms trade is so dangerous, the world
would make regulating it a top priority; but incredibly, the closest thing to a
conventional weapon whose transfer is regulated by international law, when
it crosses the high seas, is the swordfish! It is long past time for action.
In 1997, a group of eight Nobel Peace Laureates came together in New
York City and launched the International Code of Conduct on Arms Transfers. The idea was very simple: Encourage countries not to transfer weapons
if there is reason to believe the weapons will be used to violate human rights
or international law.
Scholars then transformed the Code of Conduct into a comprehensive Arms
Trade Treaty (ATT). The ATT forbids the transfer of arms for atrocities, genocide, or crimes against humanity. It forbids the transfer of arms for violations
of human rights or humanitarian law. It forbids the transfer of arms if there is
clear indication that they will be used to disrupt sustainable development.
We have seen great progress toward global adoption of the treaty. Last
October, the United Nations First Committee [Disarmament and National
Security] voted overwhelmingly to begin work on a comprehensive, legally
binding arms trade treaty. In fact, only one nation in the entire world voted
against beginning this work-the United States of America.
Voting against an ATT was neither in the best interests of the rest of the
world nor in the best interests of the United States. First, an ATT should be
seen as an essential tool for preventing terrorism. A complete lack of international regulations has made arms more available to rogue actors in Iraq
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and Afghanistan, fueling chaos. We cannot cry "terror" and let ship the arms
of war. And although it may be politically feasible, technically permissible,
it is not morally justifiable to reject an ATT based simply on the concept of
national sovereignty. On this issue, as with trade, nuclear proliferation, the
banning of land mines, the International Criminal Court, climate change, and
so may other issues, no nation, I believe, can stand alone.
Peace with Nature
My friends, I have spent my career working to stop the wars fueled by
guns and ammunition, wars against humanity. But even as these scourges
continue, another kind of war has raged. The sad truth is, we are at war with
the very planet itself. We are blasting carbon dioxide at the atmosphere at an
unprecedented rate. We are dynamiting our oceans. We are attacking the
forests that clean our air. We are not dealing with abstract phenomena. We
can see the glaciers melting and the ocean levels rising, the species dying
and the storms intensifying, the trees in our forests disappearing and the air
in our cities thickening, oil demand skyrocketing and supply struggling to
keep pace.
Just as fifty-eight years ago Costa Rica declared peace on the world, today
my administration is dedicated to declaring "peace with nature"; and it is
time for every nation on earth to do the same. It is time to get behind the
Kyoto Protocol. It is time to support alternative energy. It is time to push for
greater fuel efficiency for vehicles.
In this case, just as with the wars in Central America, there are those who
say that this kind of peace is not possible, that it will cost too much money.
On one level, they are right: It will cost money. But the alternative is bankruptcy, in a financial, ecological, and moral sense.
Our great task is to coordinate the economic development necessary to
eliminate poverty with the environmental protection necessary to ensure the
future of our planet. Around the world, but especially in Costa Rica, it is clear
how connected environmental protection is to economic development. If we
want investment to keep flowing into our communities, we must prevent
them from being leveled by floods. If we want to keep the engines of economic growth running, we are going to have to find other sources of energy
besides fossil fuels. And, in a country like ours, where the livelihood of so
many people depends on visitors coming to our five-star hotels, we must
make sure that our trout, our quetzals, our monkeys, our lizards, right down
to the small forest rodents we call tepescuintles, all enjoy five-star accommodations as well.
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An Invitation
I hope that during your stay here, you will explore their accommodations
more than you will explore your own. I invite you to leave the confines of
the hotel and hike deep into our national parks, to stare into the beady eye of
a toucan, to come face to face with the gleaming bud of an orchid or a birdof-paradise, to know that a jaguar is prowling somewhere in the forest
(maybe not too close to you, but prowling nonetheless), to walk among the
giant trees not feeling small, but feeling part of something big.
Anyone who has had that experience knows what is at stake, knows why
we must live up to the highest ideals of our profession, to protect nature and
support peace.
Whether addressing the arms trade, the decay of the environment, or any
other major issue, the extent of the world's current crises demands that we be
true esquires. It falls to us to combat cruelty through cooperation, to erase ignorance with education, to replace justice by the sword with justice by the law.
When we take up that task, when we decide to lend a hand in any way we
can, when equal justice is no longer an incidental outcome of our work but
an all-encompassing destiny, then we will be well on our way to being more
than just esquires-we will be well on our way to becoming knights.

THE ENRON CASE: WHAT IT WAS REALLY ABOUT t
Kathryn Ruemmler*
There are so many aspects of the Enron case that I could discuss. I could
talk about the somewhat tragic nature of what happened to individuals
involved; I could talk about the devastation in Houston; I could talk about
narrow aspects of trial strategy. In going through my life after the verdict,
however, one of the things I've noticed is that people who have come up to
talk to me about the case really don't know what it is that Jeff Skilling and
Ken Lay did wrong. The consistent questions are: What were they convicted
of? What did they do that broke the law?
Just recently, in January of 2007, an article came out in the New Yorker
magazine. The article was written by Malcolm Gladwell, and it was titled
"Open Secrets." The subtitle was "Enron, Intelligence and the Perils of Too
Much Information." The article got quite a bit of attention, and the author
is a smart guy who writes about a lot of stuff; but after I read the article, I
thought, "He doesn't get it, either. He doesn't know what it is that they did
wrong." So I thought that that might be a good jumping off point, to talk
about what Skilling and Lay were really charged with, and what they were
really convicted of. Obviously, I can't talk about everything-it was a fourmonth trial-but I thought that would be a good place to start. And I do want
to encourage everybody to ask questions. '
PUZZLE OR MYSTERY?

I want to talk a bit about the Gladwell article, both because some of you
might not have read it and because it presented an interesting thesis or premise that I had not thought of or heard before Mr. Gladwell raised it. Mr. Gladwell began his piece with Jeff Skilling's sentencing day, a big day for all of
the parties involved in a criminal case, and I was there, at the counsel table.
In describing this sentencing day, Gladwell talked about a victim who got up
and spoke at the sentencing. This particular victim had lost her entire retirement savings because of Enron's collapse, and she spoke directly to Mr.
Skilling. It clearly was cathartic for her. She looked him right in the eye,
t Address delivered at the Annual Convention of the International Society of Barristers, Four Seasons,
Peninsula Papagayo, Costa Rica, March 5, 2007.
* Latham & Watkins, Washington, D.C.; formerly Assistant United States Attorney (member of prosecutorial trial team in the criminal case against Jeff Skilling and Ken Lay) and Deputy Director, Enron
Task Force, Department of Justice.
I Ed. note: Ms. Ruemmler urged listeners to interrupt her with questions as she talked, and they did so; but
we have grouped the audience questions and answers at the end, to make the presentation easier to follow.
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and she said, "Mr. Skilling, the reason why I lost everything is only because
of greed. Nothing but greed." Her voice rose and she put out her finger and
said, "And you should be ashamed of yourself."
Gladwell described more of the sentencing hearing-in which the judge
sentenced Skilling to twenty-four years in prison, an extraordinary sentence-and then set up the premise of his article. He drew a distinction, which
he attributed to national security expert Gregory Treverton, between a puzzle and a mystery. For example, Osama bin Laden's whereabouts are a puzzle because we're missing key information, and that prevents us from figuring out where he is. There is a simple, factual answer, but we can't find it.
In contrast, the situation in Iraq is a mystery. We all knew that something
would happen after Saddam was toppled, but the question of what happened
is a mystery. It wasn't and isn't a situation where there is a simple, factual
answer but rather it requires judgment and involves uncertainty. And the
problem is not that we don't have enough information. The problem is that
we have too much, and we can't seem to sort through all of it the right way.
After setting up this distinction, Gladwell posited that the prosecution in
the Enron case treated the case as a puzzle. According to him, the prosecutors said that the investors were not told enough and that was a crime. Then
he said that the prosecutors were wrong: Enron was a mystery, not a puzzle.
Essentially, his premise was that if investors-both the professional
investors and average investors-had just studied Enron's financial statements
closely enough, they could have figured it out; the information was there.
They could have figured out that Enron had some fundamental economic
problems. He claimed that it came down to this: All of Enron's reported
earnings were really projected future earnings, and Enron wasn't realizing
them in cash. And the necessary information was disclosed. Circling back
to the sentencing day, in Gladwell's view, Skilling went to prison for twentyfour years not for hiding the truth but because Enron's finances were a mystery. They were too complicated for outsiders to figure out, unless they
worked at it.
Not surprisingly, I disagree. Essentially, Gladwell said that it is acceptable for a public company to be intentionally deceptive with its investors, as
long as those investors could have figured it out if they had studied real hard.
Well, the securities laws say something different. The securities laws say, in
effect, "Management, this isn't a shell game. It's not whether somebody can
figure it out. You have an obligation to be honest in your dealings with your
investors, who, after all, are the owners of the company."
If we use this dichotomy of the puzzle versus the mystery, which one was
Enron? I think the answer is that Enron was both; but the criminal case
focused on the aspects of Enron that were a puzzle. What I mean by that is
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that the criminal case focused on statements made by Skilling and Lay that
were either patently false or misleading, or were made misleading because
they withheld critical information; and they made these false or misleading
statements knowingly and with the intent to deceive people.
THE CHARGES

So what were the actual charges against Skilling and Lay? This is a broad
description, but it pretty much sums up the charges: presenting a false and misleading picture of Enron's true financial performance. Importantly, from our
side, they were not charged with causing Enron's collapse. I want to comment
on that briefly, because I think that's one of the misperceptions about the case.
1 think that, strategically, the defense felt compelled to show the jury why
Enron collapsed. To prove our case, however, we did not have to prove that
Mr. Skilling and Mr. Lay caused the collapse. Still, it was the 800-pound
gorilla in the room, right? The company did collapse, and the jury had to wonder why. If there actually were no fraud, which was the defense theory of the
case, why did the seventh largest company in the country collapse?
That proved to be a schematic tension between the two sides, throughout
the case. From a trial strategy perspective, we obviously had the advantage
of the fact that the company did collapse. And we didn't need to remind the
jury of that; the trial was in Houston, and the jurors knew. In fact, one of the
things that I emphasized to the jury in summation was that they didn't need
to worry about why Enron went bankrupt, because that was not at issue in
the criminal case.
BACKGROUND ON ENRON

These were the principal businesses of Enron, according to a slide that
Enron's investor relations group and Mr. Lay and Mr. Skilling showed to
Enron's investors to describe the company: transportation and distribution
(pipeline); wholesale (trading); EES (retail energy); EBS (broadband). We
alleged and proved, and I think the jury found, that Mr. Skilling and Mr. Lay
had fundamentally misrepresented three of these four businesses-EES, EBS,
and wholesale. The transportation and distribution business, the part people
thought of as "old Enron," was actually a healthy, stable, cash-producing
business; but it did not provide the management of the company with the
same sort of bang to the stock price that they got from the three newer lines
of business, which they called the "high-growth businesses."
With respect to two of the businesses in particular, EES and EBS, we
proved that they never generated any revenue from actual operations. Those
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entities reported earnings, but all of their earnings came from accounting
transactions-"structured finance transactions"-rather than from operations.
Yet, at the beginning of 2001, Mr. Skilling told investors that Enron Broadband Services should be worth about $40 a share and Enron Energy Services
should be worth about $35 a share.
So what was the Enron story that Mr. Skilling and Mr. Lay and the other
managers projected to the market? They showed steady growth of fifteen to
twenty percent each year from 1998 through 2000. How did they get there?
They reverse-engineered their financial results to show this steady growth.
They focused on showing growth because that was what the market really
valued during that time, so that was the way to make sure their stock price
continued to climb.
A chart of Enron's stock price is interesting. It rose pretty steadily in 1998
and the first three quarters of 1999. It really took off in the fourth quarter of
1999 and continued to rise, although less steadily, until 2001. Mr. Skilling
became CEO in February of 2001. (Prior to that date, Skilling had been chief
operating officer, and Mr. Lay had been the chief executive officer.) Then, six
months later, six months after becoming CEO, Mr. Skilling resigned-abruptly,
in the perception of the market-and Mr. Lay stepped back in as CEO. The
stock price had declined significantly from February to August; but after
Skilling's resignation on August 14, the stock essentially went into free fall,
until the company filed for bankruptcy on December 2, 2001.
THE STORY AS DEVELOPED IN TRIAL

The date of Skilling's resignation became a pivotal date from the storyline perspective in our trial. We alleged in our indictment that Mr. Skilling
had been leading the conspiracy of senior managers to mislead the investing
public about the company, and on August 14, 2001, Mr. Lay took over the
conspiracy from Mr. Skilling. The defense ridiculed the idea that somehow
these two businessmen masterminded a big conspiracy, but that's the way we
described it.
On August 14, 2001, Mr. Skilling and Mr. Lay held an analyst call and said
that the company was in the strongest and best shape ever. We proved that on
that day Mr. Skilling was aware of serious, fundamental economic problems.
One of our witnesses said that the company, at that point in time, had to undergo
a fundamental restructuring, or bankruptcy was inevitable. The problems
included serious economic problems with some structured finance vehicles
("Raptors") and a related party transaction with LJM, which was the private
equity vehicle of Andy Fastow, the chief financial officer. The international
assets were performing horribly, with millions of dollars of imbedded losses.
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When the market learned that Mr. Skilling was resigning, investors understandably became very concerned. Here was a guy who was extraordinarily
ambitious and who had just assumed the top seat six months earlier-and all
of a sudden he was resigning. Investors wondered what Skilling knew that
they didn't. That is why Mr. Skilling and Mr. Lay got on a conference call
on August 14, to assure the market that the company was in great shape, and
Mr. Skilling was resigning solely for personal reasons. After that date, when
Mr. Lay took over as CEO, he was aware (we alleged, we proved, and the
jury found) of all of the fundamental economic problems; but he continued
to tell investors and employees that everything was great, and the company
had never been stronger.
Our last principal witness was Ben Glisan, the former treasurer of the
company. (When he testified, he was still serving his prison sentence. He
had been sentenced to sixty months in prison after pleading guilty to one
count of conspiracy.) He has a very smart finance mind and really understood how the company worked; he worked directly for Andy Fastow, the
CFO. When Glisan was on the stand, I said, "Mr. Lay said the company was
in the strongest and the best shape it had ever been in. Was it?" He said,
"No." I said, "Please explain to the jury why it wasn't." He explained succinctly the various fundamental economic problems facing the company. I
then asked, "Between Mr. Skilling's resignation on August 14th of 2001 and
October 23rd of 2001, did Enron's financial condition improve at all?" He
replied, "No. It became significantly worse." By that point in time, the jury
had heard repeatedly the extraordinarily positive statements Mr. Lay had
continued to make to the investing community and to the employees during
that time frame.
OTHER TELLING POINTS AT TRIAL

From a jury perspective, the most compelling fact probably was that Mr.
Lay sold seventy million dollars in Enron stock, and he did it in a way that
was not disclosed to the market. He had a line of credit with the company,
and he took cash out of the line of credit, and turned stock back into the company. He got legal advice that this did not constitute insider trading, because
the company had the same information that he had, essentially.
One of the dramatic moments in the trial occurred during the testimony of
a witness who had been the managing director of investor relations and later
became the corporate secretary. She was describing a board meeting at
which the board was informed of Mr. Lay's stock sales. One of the board
members said, "He was using Enron like a damn ATM machine."
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From a testimonial perspective, the other interesting aspect of Lay's stock
sales is that late in September of 2001 he was asked by an employee about
whether there was an initiative to encourage senior management of the company to purchase Enron stock. Mr. Lay responded that he himself had been
a purchaser of Enron stock. What he didn't say was that while he had purchased some stock (and, of course, those stock purchases were publically
disclosed), he had also sold stock totaling seventy million dollars.
Let's look a little more at how much money the three key players made,
based largely on the high price of Enron stock. Our indictment alleged that
the conspiracy ran from around December of 1999 through 2001. During
that period of time, Mr. Lay received, in compensation and proceeds of
trades, a total of more than $220 million. Mr. Skilling received over $150
million, and Mr. Fastow almost $85 million. Those are staggering numbers,
which we showed graphically to the jury.
How did they misrepresent the financial performance of the company, to
keep the stock price moving higher and higher? We alleged that they used a
number of devices or schemes. (Some of this is pretty dry stuff, and I'm sure
the jury would be the first to tell you that.) Manipulation of reserve accounts,
a rather straightforward type of accounting fraud, wa's one. They set up
reserve accounts and then dipped into them when they wanted to produce
some extra earnings to show to the Street. We alleged that that had been done
in two separate accounting quarters. We also alleged manipulation of segment reporting, manipulation of asset values, and "reverse engineering" to
reach specific accounting results. Another scheme-oral agreements protecting the required at-risk equity in "special purpose entities"-was really
interesting, I thought, and something that the general public didn't understand. This also takes us back to the mystery-puzzle tension that Mr. Gladwell addressed in the New Yorker piece.
Perhaps I should give a brief explanation of what special purpose entities
are. They are separate corporations formed for a specific transaction or to
deal with specific property. They have their own books and records, and the
parent corporation does not have to put their financial information on its own
books. They allow the parent to keep stuff off its balance sheets. But there
are rules about such entities, and the rules at the relevant time required that
a third party have three percent equity at risk (that is, make an investment of
three percent of the SPE's equity). As is true of any equity investment you
and I might make, the third party might make money but also might lose its
entire investment in the SPE.
It is true that many companies on Wall Street used special purpose entities, and investment banks participated in them with all sorts of companies.
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Enron wasn't unique in that regard. The use of SPEs is not inherently unlawful and is permissible under GAAPS (generally accepted accounting principles). We didn't allege otherwise. What we did allege was that certain people at Enron provided oral guarantees to third parties who put the required
equity into these special purpose entities. Andy Fastow and others at the
company told the third parties, "You're putting in your three percent, but
don't worry. We can't put this in the document, but we'll make you whole if
you lose money." Those oral guarantees were given, and Enron lived up to
them. Thus, the three percent equity investments were not genuinely at risk.
What we charged in the criminal case were those oral agreements, not the
existence of the SPEs.
An important issue obviously was who knew about the fraud. There was
a misperception that Enron's lawyers, auditors, and board of directors were
in on it. This is a complicated aspect of the Enron case. The lawyers, the
auditors, and the board of directors knew about certain transactions and certain aspects of deals, but they did not have the complete picture. Perhaps
they should have asked more questions or harder questions, but we didn't
find anything unusual or culpable in their behavior.
I also want to point out that we did not base any charges, in the criminal
case, on transactions that were approved. When you are trying to prove
criminal intent, one of the principal defenses in these types of cases is that
the corporate officer or employee relied on the advice of professionals or
experts. To avoid that problem, we were very careful not to charge those
approved transaction-or, in some instances, the parts of transactions that
were disclosed and approved-in the criminal case.
Obviously, the auditors and the lawyers shared some fault in the overall
Enron story, and some of those individuals have been called to account in
civil enforcement actions and in the civil lawsuits. But in the criminal case
we focused on the information that was intentionally withheld.
MOTIVE

Why did they do it? This perhaps is the most interesting aspect of both
the Enron story and the Enron case, at least to me. Many people think this
case was about greed-and obviously, on some level, it is. But we on the
prosecution team felt that this, too, was a little more complicated.
The defense set up a dichotomy between Andrew Fastow, the chief financial officer, on one side and Mr. Lay and Mr. Skilling on the other. And the
conduct of those two separate "groups" really was quite different. Mr. Fastow
had engaged in what we all regarded as traditional greed-"self-dealing conduct." In his opening statement, Mr. Ramsey put it eloquently: "He was steal-
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ing from the house." That's plain old-fashioned greed. The conduct of Mr.
Lay and Mr. Skilling couldn't be characterized or defined that simply. The
prosecution focused on a more complicated motive rooted in ego and hubris.
When they testified in their own defense at the trial, Mr. Lay and Mr.
Skilling emphasized how much they adored the company. And I didn't doubt
that. I don't think anyone in the courtroom doubted it. I even used it in my
summation. I said, "Mr. Skilling and Mr. Lay loved Enron. That's what they
told the jury and we didn't take issue with that. But what does that mean?"
As we described it, their whole identity became wrapped up in the Enron
stock price and the Enron story. Their behavior was rooted in hubris and ego
and an inability to admit failure. Warren Buffet has said the number one rule
of business is that you have to be able to admit when something's not working. Mr. Lay and Mr. Skilling couldn't do that. Their egos would not allow
them to admit when something wasn't working, and they were caught up in
all the trappings of success.
One of my predecessor colleagues is a bit more colorful than I am, in the
way he describes things, and he described the story of Enron as "the banality of evil." (Obviously, that's a reference to Hannah Arendt.) What he meant
was that there were many good people at many levels of the company-people you would want to have as friends and neighbors-who knew, deep down
inside, that "we shouldn't be doing this" or "this isn't right," but they didn't
say or do anything. They didn't even stand up and walk away from the company. The only explanation we ever came up with, as a prosecution team,
was that people rationalized their behavior. They told themselves, "It's condoned; my boss is telling me to do it; nobody else seems to be concerned
about it." And I understood how people could find themselves in that situation. Even members of the senior management, I think, believed and told
themselves, "If we tell the investors bad news, the stock price is going to go
down, and they're going to suffer." And I think for Mr. Lay, particularly during that last period of time, the reasoning or rationalization was, "If we can
just get through this crisis, then it will be all right. I'm actually helping
them." The fundamental flaw in that reasoning, of course, is that the law
requires that you do otherwise.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q: Why didn't you prosecute board members?
A: What we discovered in our investigation is that while certain members
of the board had certain pieces of information, no member of the board had
all of the information or even enough of the information to become aware of
the fraud. Also, they didn't speak to the market. Certainly, knowing that this
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was a sophisticated board and that its members were listening to the investor
calls, we couldn't help but wonder why they didn't say to themselves, "You
know, these guys are lying." That I think is a mystery. But it wasn't a crime.
Q: Were there any political reasons for not going after board members?
A. No. We were very insulated from political considerations. In fact, in
many ways I had more autonomy on this case than I've had in cases with less
attention. The Attorney General was recused from the case. Actually, both
Ashcroft and Gonzales were recused, so our ultimate boss was the Deputy
Attorney General. And I never felt any kind of political pressure at all. From
our perspective, the problem with respect to board members was just an evidentiary hurdle. We just couldn't get there with the board members.
Q: Did you worry about getting fired if you were successful?
A: Maybe I should have, but no. The only thing I felt from the department
was pressure to win the case. Obviously, it was being closely scrutinized at
the highest levels. And it was an important case from a deterrence perspective in security fraud.
Q: Did it surprise you that no board member spoke up?
A: Do you remember the growth and stock price charts I showed? When
the company was growing and stock was going up, it was like a big love fest.
No one was asking hard questions. Then, when the stock started to suffer,
investors started getting angry. That's when people started probing and asking hard questions. But the people I am referring to here were the players in the
market-the analysts and the credit rating agencies. You have to keep in mind
that boards of directors meet only occasionally and consider information presented by management, unless special circumstances arise; and there were no
apparent special circumstances with Enron until everything started collapsing.
By the way, I think the situation with the analysts led to one of the great
frustrations of the defense. The job of an analyst is to research companies
and tell the rest of us which stocks we should buy or sell, and it would have
been logical for us to have the analysts testify about how Skilling and Lay
deceived them. But it became clear, when we interviewed them during our
investigation, that the analysts hadn't even read Enron's financial statements
or SEC filings. We were shocked, and we concluded, as a matter of trial
strategy, that it wasn't worthwhile to call any analysts because they would
invite such easy cross-examination. Actually, both sides wanted to crossexamine these folks, but neither side wanted to call them on direct.
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Q: Have there been civil suits against board members?
A: Not really. Not to be critical of the plaintiffs' lawyers, but as you know,
they are focused on a single goal-collecting money damages-which leads
them to focus on the deep pockets. Because of that, they have dismissed
from the civil suit a number of individuals whose culpability is quite high,
and certainly higher than an investment bank's. I saw recently that they dismissed a former executive named Lou Pai. He headed up EES for a time,
and he was the individual who made more money on stock sales than anyone else with the company. He was another person we couldn't build a criminal case against, but I was very surprised that they let him go in the civil
suit. I think the only major defendants left in the civil litigation are three
investment banks.
Q: Which individuals were prosecuted?
A: There were eleven high-level executives and numerous lower-level
employees. Obviously, Mr. Skilling and Mr. Lay did not plead guilty, but
almost all of the others entered guilty pleas and ended up testifying against
Mr. Lay and Mr. Skilling.
The prevalence of guilty pleas gave rise to an interesting theme of the
defense. The defense argued that almost all of these people really hadn't done
anything wrong and that they had been "hooked," the term that Mr. Skilling's
lead counsel used. By "hooked," he meant that they had been pressured by
the government into pleading guilty to things they didn't do. He asserted
that Mr. Fastow, Mr. Glisan, and another individual named Michael Kopper,
who did not testify in this trial, were the only crooks in the case. That might
seem to be an implausible defense, but at the time, from where I sat, it wasn't that implausible. In the area of white-collar crime, you're dealing with a
lot of shades of grey, not clear-cut crime. In my own view, if our cooperating witnesses had been weaker, if they hadn't declared their own culpability
as strongly as they did, the defense would have gotten much more traction
with that theory.
Q: Did you offer Skilling or Lay a plea bargain?
A: Yes, we did. Well, that might be a bit of an overstatement. I need to give
some background. Richard Causey, the chief accounting officer, was to be
tried with Mr. Skilling and Mr. Lay, but he entered a guilty plea about two
weeks prior to trial. We had believed that Mr. Causey would testify that the
accounting was appropriate, and that was the glue that was keeping the joint
defense together. We believed that without him, it would be more difficult for
Mr. Skilling and Mr. Lay to maintain the joint defense. So we had some discussion among the team members about whether we should approach Mr.
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Skilling to see whether he wanted to resolve the case short of trial. Frankly, I
was of the view that it was a waste of time, because Mr. Skilling was so
adamant in his view that he did nothing wrong; I believe that he is constitutionally incapable of admitting any kind of failure or error. My trial partner
Sean Berkowitz did approach Mr. Petrocelli, Mr. Skilling's lead attorney, and
asked him whether there was anything we should discuss. I think Mr. Petrocelli's response was, "I won't repeat what my client said to tell you if you ever
even broached this subject." Of course, I gloated about the fact that I was right,
but we did make the approach, and we certainly would have offered something
that would have resulted in a much shorter sentence.
Q: You said no one in the company spoke up, but wasn't Sherron Watkins
a whistle-blower?
A: Sherron Watkins is publicly perceived as a whistle-blower. I have a
hard time using that term here because those of us who do this work for a
living tend to think of a whistle-blower as someone who goes to SEC with
information, and that is not what she did. I also have a hard time considering Ms. Watkins a whistle-blower because, in my personal opinion, her motivations were complicated. She did write a an anonymous letter to Mr. Lay,
and later met with him, and this was an important aspect of the trial. But I
thought she was a terrible witness at the trial. The reason I thought she was
a bad witness is because she obviously had an agenda. And I think the jury
reacted to her that way. As trial lawyers, we all know that the best witnesses
are the ones who just state the facts-and that was not Ms. Watkins. She had
dual motives.
Her timing also diminishes her role as a supposed whistle-blower. She
approached Lay right after Skilling had resigned, and at that time a lot of
people had started asking questions. Also, Mr. Lay wanted to have more
open dialogue with people in the company-and I think that was genuine-and
he got a barrage of concerns from employees. It was almost as if they had
felt unable to speak while Skilling was there, and the floodgates were
opened. These are the kinds of comments Lay received: "This place is completely off track." "I feel like I'm being asked to do things that are improper."
Some of these became our best evidence against Mr. Lay about his knowledge of what was really going on in the company.
Q: How did you feel when Lay died?
A: That's such a good question. I got a cryptic e-mail from somebody on
the defense side. It just said "Call me when you hear the news," or something like that. My first thought was, "Who sends an e-mail like that?" Minutes later I got an e-mail from our public relations person at the Justice
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Department, which said, "I'm getting unconfirmed reports from the media
that Ken Lay has passed away." My initial reaction was shock, and then sadness, really. Although I strongly believe that Mr. Lay committed numerous
criminal offenses, I don't think he was a bad person. When you sit next to
somebody in a courtroom for four months, you get to know him as a human
being, and you see his family every day. He had lived through a tremendous
amount of stress for years. I thought it was really tragic. But I went through
all the stages of grief in about half an hour. And then I had a selfish reaction,
which was that we had poured our heart and soul into this case, and his death
cast a pall on our achievement. That reaction was something I was not proud
of, but it was an honest one. I did not, however, feel cheated. The jury had
convicted him, and I am someone who never feels a sense of personal satisfaction about causing someone to serve a prison sentence. The whole Enron
case is tragic for the victims, and it's tragic for all of the defendants, not just
Mr. Skilling and Mr. Lay. It's a sad story. So, fundamentally, I felt sad.

LESSONS TAKEN FROM THE ENRON CASEt
Michael Ramsey*
As I prepared for today, I decided that the only way I could address a case
like Enron was to fly at 30,000 feet and talk about the big issues, the macro
issues. And because I was told that I am addressing people who are eightyfive to ninety percent civilly oriented, I thought it might be good to begin
with an overview, from 30,000 feet, of the state of criminal practice as we
go into the new millennium. One way to do that, it seems to me, is to compare two cases that I was handling at the same time, by luck of the draw. I
signed up Ken Lay and a fellow from New York City by the name of Robert
Durst in the same month, so I had these two cases on parallel tracks.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND OF THE DURST CASE

Robert Durst was a multimillionaire, who showed up in Galveston, Texas,
in November of 2000, in full flight from the reopened investigation of a cold
case-the 1982 disappearance of his first wife-by a prosecutor named Jeanine
Pirro. (You've probably seen her on television.) Wearing women's clothes,
Durst leased a low-rent apartment under a phony name, claimed he (she) was
mute, and got to be friends with a guy named Morris Black. But one day in
September of 2001, Durst killed Morris Black. After shooting Black and then
waiting for the rigor mortis to pass, Durst cut up the body. (First he went
down to the hardware store and bought a bow saw and a hatchet. He wasn't
raised on a farm, as I was, so he didn't know that you can take a carcass apart
at the joints with a butcher knife. He wanted to saw through the big bones.)
He threw the pieces into Galveston Bay and left town.
It wasn't long before most of the body parts were found in the bay, but the
head was never recovered. (There were some gory pictures in this case.)
Bob Durst, in his wisdom, decided to return to Galveston because he had an
appointment with his optometrist. He was arrested, made an obscenely large
cash bond, and immediately fled. So, in a period of a couple of weeks,
Galveston experienced what was thought to be an axe murder, a missing perpetrator, the return and arrest of the alleged perpetrator, who then made bond
and jumped bond. Everybody in the county was looking behind every oleander bush for an axe murderer, and everybody was locking doors. It was a
hot case, not only because of the sensational facts but because of the Durst
tAddress delivered at the Annual Convention of the International Society of Barristers, Four Seasons,
Peninsula Papagayo, Costa Rica, March 6, 2007.
*Houston, Texas (lead criminal counsel for Ken Lay).
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fame and fortune. The publicity probably was driven by the New York media
more than it was by the Texas media. (New York publishers had a world of
fun with it. When we finally got an acquittal in the case, the New York Post
ran an end-of-the-world headline: "Run for Your Lives.")
In other words, in Galveston County, the Durst case was as big a case, as
sensational a case, as Enron was nationwide. It was also a well-funded case,
thanks to the Durst fortune. We had plenty of money. And when I say "we,"
I refer to myself and one of the members of your society, Dick DeGuerin.
Dick was hired by one faction of the family to be co-captain with me; I was
hired by the other faction of the family. No one in the family believed that
Bob was going to be acquitted, so they were struggling to get the advantage
in claiming Bob's share of the family fortune after Bob went away to serve
a life term. The two factions hired separate lawyers so we could keep an eye
on each other. What they didn't realize was that Dick and I have been watching each other's backs for thirty-five years in Houston, and we know each
other well. There was no way we were going to step on each other.
COMPARISON OF THE DURST AND ENRON CASES

You heard Kathy Ruemmler talk about Enron, and all of you have opinions about Enron. But I want to talk about aspects you might not have considered. There are systemic flaws that those of you at the civil bar need to
join those of us in the criminal bar in trying to cure. This is not a whine. We
lost the case; Kathy and her group won it fair and square. But there are flaws
in the prosecution of federal white-collar cases that must be cured if we're
going to have fair trials. So I'm going to talk about why there was a right
outcome in one case-an acquittal of Bob Durst-and a wrong outcome in the
other case-a conviction of Ken Lay.
The law grows organically. Historically, we have done a magnificent job
with the jury system in taking care of ordinary household murders and rapes
and robberies and maimings and things of that sort. In the jury system, the
procedures that lead up to trial are suited to that kind of trial by ambush; but
they are not suited to complex litigation. The Durst case ultimately was a
very simple one, once it was addressed properly. It was a question of why
Bob shot Morris. Not why the dismemberment happened. Not why Bob fled
from New York in the first place, or why he fled from Galveston. We
embraced all of those elements of the case, and we inoculated the jury against
them during the process of jury selection. But the issue was the simple one
of why the killing happened.
In complex business litigation, our discipline does a miserable job, and again
that has to do with history. We have not tried complex business litigation, at least
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on the criminal side, until the last thirty or forty years, and we don't have in place
the procedures that are necessary to prepare those kinds of cases for trial. So when
you get into a trial by ambush in a case as complex and as turgid as Enron, you
can't have an orderly trial, and it's very, very difficult to develop the kind of theory of defense that is necessary for the underdog-that is, a simple, easy to understand, and memorable theory of defense.
The Durst Case
We tried the Durst case before we tried the Enron case, and the decisionmaking was vastly different in the two cases. With the money that we had
available in the Durst case, we were able to run the numbers in Galveston
County, have mock trials, have encounter groups, do telephone surveys, do
man-on-the-street surveys, do everything you could possibly want to do to
get ready to pick a jury. And under state practice in Texas-and this is where
state practice in most jurisdictions differs from federal practice-the lawyers
conduct the voir dire. And the lawyers get to conduct the voir dire in a comprehensive manner, so you can broach issues such as self-defense and make
sure the potential jurors understand things like that.
In addition, in the Durst case, we had the luxury of individual voir dire.
This resulted from an early decision Dick and I made. Because of the nature
of Galveston-it's kind of Texas's version of New Orleans, and it's a place
where defense lawyers traditionally like to try cases-Dick and I decided
early on that we really didn't want to leave Galveston. However, because
the law of change of venue is much more liberal in state practice in Texas
than it is in federal court, we could have changed venue in the case; there's
no question that we had the numbers, the proof, to get the case moved out of
Galveston County. We used that to cut a deal with the prosecution and the
judge: We traded the change of venue for individual voir dire, which means
you bring the veniremen in one at a time, put each one on the stand, look
them in the eye, and talk to them directly. And during that process, if the
lawyer knows what he's doing (it's more art than science) and asks the right
questions and listens to the answers, he can both go through an educational
process-about what the burden of proof means, about what the presumption
of innocence means, about what reasonable doubt is-and get a feeling as to
whether this prospective juror is truly willing to listen and decide the case
based on what he hears in the courtroom rather than what he has heard in the
media. So you accomplish two things in that process. You educate the juror
and you get information for yourself, which will enable you to decide which
ones to disqualify for cause and how to make your peremptory strikes. The
jury selection process in the Durst case took more than four weeks, but it was
well worth everything we put into it.
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There was something else we did during voir dire in this case: We began
to get the jury inoculated to the god-awful gross pictures of the corpse-of
the trunk, of the legs, of the hands, of the feet-that were going to be coming
into evidence. We blew them up as big as a slide screen and showed them
to every prospective juror. We said, "Look at these. Can you get possession
of your faculties well enough in the face of these to make a rational decision?
Can you ignore the emotion that's caused in every human heart by the dismemberment that we are looking at here? Knowing that the head is absent,
can you tell us that you will give whatever weight is necessary to that, but it
is not to going to overwhelm you?" We didn't do that just to get the answer;
we were inoculating the jury because we were going to be in a month-long
trial, and they were going to see those pictures every day. In fact, we were
going to make sure they saw the pictures every day. We had to get the jurors
from the point of having the blood drain out of their faces when they first
saw the pictures, to the point where their reaction would be, "Ho-hum,
there's another picture of poor old dead Morris."
We also were shaping ourselves to get into the position that you have to
get into when you're the underdog in any adversary proceeding, whether it's
warfare, football, or a trial. The one thing you have to be able to do is seize
the initiative, choose the place to attack, and attack on a narrow front. Think
about Robert E. Lee at Chancellorsville. Facing a force with twice as many
men, what did Lee do? He attacked-on a narrow front, on a chosen day, at
a chosen moment, with a small force in front and a larger one from the rear.
Now, I'm not trying to glorify the trial of a case by comparing it to a Civil
War battle. I'm just saying that we can learn from such examples. In the
Durst case we were able to seize the initiative and try the case on the narrow
issue of self-defense.
We were able to seize the initiative for several reasons. We had the only witness to the killing of Morris Black, and he turned out to be a good witness. Bob
Durst had been stoned and drunk for twenty years. We sobered him up, and
he turned out to be a pretty good guy, and a bright one. We also had the forensics on our side, and we knew more about the case than the state did. For
example, we knew that there had been two shots instead of one, and we knew
where the other bullet was. The police hadn't found it. We got possession of
the apartment and sent in our forensic team, which found the other bullet.
When we proved in court where that bullet was, it was of the utmost importance to the outcome of the case. Finally, we were able to win because we were
able to pick a jury that could set aside all the emotional difficulties with the
case and decide it on our narrow issue. All we had to do was fight to a draw
on the stand, and we would win on the forensics. And that's what we did.
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Enron
Now let's move to the Enron case. In Enron we again had the money
available to do the necessary pretrial jury screening, and the lawyers from
O'Melveny and Myers, who represented Jeff Skilling (and who were even
better funded than the Lay team) did the best motion for change of venue or
individual voir dire I've ever seen. They had every attachment, every bell
and whistle, from every social scientist in sight, demonstrating that a jury
simply could not be picked in Houston. Why? Because in Houston, Enron
had been the darling child-and Enron had fallen from grace. People all over
the country saw it as the spectacular crash of the seventh largest company in
America, but people in Houston had a deep-seated jilted-lover syndrome.
The darling of Houston, their pride and joy, had gone down in flames.
We got nowhere with that motion, at least in part because of another syndrome that affects the federal bench more than the state bench. It stems from
the 0. J. Simpson case, which I think has done a great deal to destroy our
ability to try cases in America, and we're not going to get over it for a generation. Every federal judge wants to be the anti-Ito; he is bound and determined to make the train run on time. (I've seen every form of Article Three
sickness that you can imagine.) Therefore, he is not going to waste time with
silly things like voir dire. What judges with that attitude lose sight of is that
the train is built for the benefit of the passengers, those caught up in the system. And in certain cases, you have to wait a minute and take a little time in
picking a jury.
We did have written questionnaires in the Enron case. The heated answers
we got described our clients as "snakes" and "scumbags"-and I'm bowdlerizing this. Far worse words were used to describe Ken Lay and Jeff Skilling.
We were able to get rid of many potential jurors on paper. But paper is not
good enough. Paper doesn't teach what the heart can teach when you are
looking a guy in the eye and actually talking to him.
We picked the Enron jury in half a day, at the bench, with the judge saying, "Can you set aside your prior conceptions and follow the law?" Imagine the scene: A puffed-up federal judge is sitting on a high bench, with the
great seal of the United States behind him and flags all over the walls, asking some poor devil if he can follow the law once the judge instructs him on
what the law is. What is the poor devil going to say? Lawyers had essentially no input; we could occasionally suggest, "Your Honor, would you press
a little further in that area, please?"
You can see the jury selection differences between the Durst and Enron
cases, but I have to step back even farther to clarify the problems with Enron.
The problems with the Enron case originated here: Ken Lay was personally
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close to the Bush family. At the inception of George W.'s political ambitions,
when he decided to run for governor, Ken Lay was present. Ken Lay, Karl
Rove, George H. W., and two or three other people put together the campaign
that beat a popular governor, Anne Richards. George W. served two terms
as governor of Texas and didn't make any bad mistakes, so the group decided
to run him for president. Ken Lay was as heavily invested in that presidential race as any person in America. When Karl Rove needed a little money,
he called Ken, and a little bit of money would appear. Then, for the inauguration, George H. W. and Barbara Bush flew to Washington on an Enron airplane with Ken and Linda Lay. The next morning, at brunch in the White
House, the only people present other than cabinet officials were Ken and
Linda Lay.
The Democrats knew all of this; there are no secrets in politics. When
Enron broke in all its glory, the Democrats raised holy hell about it. Our
president held a press conference and said he barely knew who Ken Lay was;
he couldn't really place Lay's face.
Congressional hearings started, with the Democrats trying to tar the
Republicans with the Enron scandal. You have never seen a zoo like a politically supercharged congressional hearing. It is a carnival. Every senator
and every representative is thinking about one thing-getting a sound bite that
they can send home to the constituency. They're not asking for truth.
They're not after anything other than putting on a show. And the congressional hearings about Enron developed the story line that the media picked
up, the "house of cards" and greed themes. Never forget that the media
always have a story line, and no matter what you say, it's going to be edited
to fit the story line. As H. L. Mencken said years ago, "There's always an
easy solution to every human problem-neat, plausible, and wrong."
So what happened next? A meeting was held at the main Justice Department offices, and the various affected United States Attorneys attended. The
decision was made that the United States Attorney's office in Houston would
"voluntarily" disqualify itself, and there would be a task force. They didn't
know whether a crime had been committed, yet they budgeted millions of
dollars to prosecute Enron.
The historical example was the special prosecutor in Watergate, and I
think the special prosecutor did a creditable job in that situation. But the special prosecutor law stayed on the books after Watergate, and what are politicians going to do with laws when they want to use them politically? Whitewater. The underlying factual matrix of the land deal that was called
"Whitewater" wouldn't have made a good justice of the peace case; there
was nothing there. Whitewater came to be about presidential sex-something
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that has happened many times in the history of our country. How did we let
it take so much of our time and energy? Our British cousins were highly
amused by it, and the French haven't stopped laughing yet.
The Enron task force came to Houston. They broadcast the notion that
there were 120 or so unindicted co-conspirators. When they interviewed
people, the task force members gave the interviewees letters that said, "If
you talk to the defense, we need to be notified." The 120 possible co-conspirators were in the upper echelon and middle management of Enron. They
were smart people, and they all got lawyered up. What did their lawyers tell
them? "Keep your head down and don't talk to anybody unless I advise you
to talk to the prosecution. The defense can't help you, but the prosecution
can indict you if they wish. There's a special grand jury in session, and we
don't know what's going on there; but you can get popped in a hot minute if
you shoot your mouth off and start trying to help the defense." What were
these guys going to do? How would they have handicapped the situation
they found themselves in?
They were faced with this difficult decision because of the sentencing
guidelines. I could talk all day about the misbegotten guidelines. They're
horrible. The way the guidelines are implemented now-partially mandatory
and partially not-gave the government and witness an option. The witness
could either plead guilty, which meant he would testify as a guilty person, but
he would testify; or he could refuse to plead guilty. What he would get in
return for a guilty plea was a sentence ranging from probation to five years.
Nobody got more than five years, and most of them got much less than that.
If he didn't plead guilty, he would face the possibility of having his assets
frozen, and he certainly would go broke from the expense of defending himself -and he risked a twenty-year sentence without parole if convicted.
The lawyers for all these witnesses looked at the indictments that were
already down and knew what the prosecution's theory of the case would be.
The prosecutors didn't have to do the skulduggery; the defense lawyers took
care of that. They told their clients, "The government wants to talk to you,
and the government can help you. You've got a risk here of going broke, and
you've got a risk here of going to prison for twenty years. Try to remember
what you might have heard Ken Lay say, or what you told Ken Lay. Was
there a meeting that you had with Ken Lay where something a little off-color
might have come up? If you can remember something like that, I can make
you a deal." We don't get to bribe people on the defense side. The prosecution gets the liberty of the bribe.
So many of the problems in this area stem from the war on drugs, which
I call the second prohibition. It reminds me of another H. L. Mencken quotation, which I will paraphrase: "The biggest problem of defending liberty is
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that one must associate with perceived scoundrels, for it is against perceived
scoundrels that the government first attacks liberty," on the theory that any
stick is good enough to kill a snake. The government has developed such
harsh dope laws and enforcement over the last twenty years that they have
created a cottage industry in evasion and not reduced the availability of drugs
in the least. They've been totally unsuccessful in enforcing this second prohibition, and it has corrupted the law, just as the first prohibition did.
Let me return to the Mencken quotation (paraphrased) and finish it: "The
biggest problem of defending liberty is that one must associate with perceived scoundrels, for it is against perceived scoundrels [the dope dealers
and the Ken Lays of the world] that the government first attacks liberty. And
that attack must be stopped at the beginning if it is to be stopped at all." We
didn't stop it. We didn't stop it when the government began freezing the
assets of dope dealers. We didn't stop the guidelines or the plea bargaining
that is driven by the guidelines. So, in Enron, many good people pleaded
guilty, while those who contested their cases and appealed had their convictions or sentences reversed or at least modified on appeal.
Kathy Ruemmler talked about Enron's use of special purpose entities.
Well, that's what a task force is. It is designed for one thing and one thing
only. There were many honorable people on this task force, and Kathy
Ruemmler was among them. But there were others-and I'll leave them
nameless-who cheated, I thought. As I said at the beginning, I'm not here
to whine. We lost the case. But let me put it this way: Given the facts that
were proven in the Enron courtroom, if we had been trying the Vanilla Corporation instead of Enron, and if we had been trying John Doe and Richard
Roe instead of Jeff Skilling and Ken Lay, the case would not have gone the
way it went. And if we had had an opportunity to do individual voir dire, the
case would not have gone the way it went. It was not a case with a smoking
gun. It was a case that was so difficult to understand that even the trial
lawyers did not fully understand it.
Listen, every deal that Enron did-and there were many questionable
deals-was scoured by lawyers and had accountants all over it. Everybody
in the company understood these deals, except for the fact that Andy Fastow
was stealing from the house. And the deals were disclosed. The information (except for the thefts by Fastow) was out there, for those people who
cared to pay attention. On this point, I disagree with Kathy; I think all the
information was available, in the market. What was not in the market, and
what caused the panic at the end, was Andy Fastow's self-dealing position,
hidden from his bosses and from the company. When the Wall Street Journal published articles critical of the Enron constructs, and Fastow was unable
to defend his position publicly, that caused the panic. The co-parties in the
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transactions began not to trust Enron and asked for complete collateral. No
company could have withstood the cash calls that came upon Enron. The
company hemorrhaged and died.
COMPLEX CRIMINAL CASES

With that background, I want to make sure you understand what we do on
the criminal side in these complex cases, because it is from those of you on
the civil side that the push to change the rules is going to have to come. The
procedure is out of whack. On the criminal side, we're proud to say it's better that twenty guilty people go free than one innocent man be convicted.
We're supposed to get to the right answer-and we do most of the time. But
in a complex case, one that amounts to a civil case tried on the criminal side,
we simply do not have the procedures in place to do an adequate job. That
is especially true in a politically charged case, where everyone feels the pressure of the media and public attention.
What a defense lawyer finds very quickly in this kind of high-octane criminal litigation is that he has brought a knife to a gunfight. In criminal litigation we use a broad axe, not a scalpel. In civil litigation, you have depositions, you have interrogatories, you have requests for admission, you have
summary judgments, you have ways to narrow and focus the case as you
approach trial, so that you know what the issues are before you go to trial.
On the criminal side, you might go to trial against a 120-page indictment that
is simply a screen. You don't know what the real issues are, and the jury
doesn't know what the issues are. And the jurors don't get a lot of help from
the judge at the end of the case; they get another 120 pages of instructions!
Here's an ideal juror that I keep in mind when I try cases. His name is
"Homer Rush." He's a guy with a pretty good job, a wife, two and a half
children, and maybe two years of community college education. Homer
doesn't understand the intricacies of arcane aspects of accountancy or special
purpose entities. He hears that there's a special purpose entity that is
designed to take debt off the balance sheet, and he can't help but think that
is wrong. What he doesn't know is that all companies of any significant size
use special purpose entities. We all flew into town on Continental airplanes,
probably. They had "Continental" written all over the sides. Do those planes
belong to Continental? No, they belong to an SPE. You go to a Chase bank
and see an impressive building, which makes you think it has to be a good
bank. Does the bank own that building? No, an SPE owns that building.
That's the way business is done in America. GE has a hundred times more
SPEs on its books than Enron did. And yet Enron was criticized over and
over again for taking debt off the balance sheet.
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What happened was that the task force, predictably, became very enthusiastic. Their first effort in this case was against Arthur Andersen, the accounting firm that was the specialist in energy accountancy back in those days.
The task force had to decide whether to indict Arthur Andersen-a difficult
decision because if they indicted Arthur Andersen, the partnership was going
to go under, and more jobs were going to be lost through that indictment than
were lost in the fall of Enron. They decided to indict Arthur Andersen, a
flawed decision in my mind because Arthur Andersen had committed no
crime. There were only two or three people who could possibly have been
guilty of any kind of crime at Arthur Andersen. The firm went to trial with
a great lawyer at the helm on the defense side, Rusty Hardin of Houston. The
jury found Arthur Andersen guilty of obstructing justice. Arthur Andersen
appealed and got to the Supreme Court, which reversed the conviction on a
rare unanimous vote. But Arthur Andersen was finished. (Interestingly, the
prosecution in the Enron trial never summoned the Arthur Andersen engagement partner to the stand. Why? Think about it. He had made a deal with
them; and they could immunize him. All they had to do was call him. He
was never called.)
As I already indicated, jury selection in the Enron trial was simply a nonevent. After we picked the jury in the Durst case, Dick DeGuerin and I felt
confident that we were going to win the case. Knowing the forensics of the
case and knowing that Durst was capable of holding his own on the stand,
we knew we were going to win the case once we had the jury. After we
picked the jury in Enron, I had a heart attack. I knew we were going to lose
that case.
All of you have opinions about Enron, about its being a house of cards and
Ken Lay and Jeff Skilling being crooks, but let me remind you that these
opinions come mainly from the media coverage. There were a few good
reporters in the case. Kurt Eichenwald, for example, was capable of understanding a complex case and wrote one of the best Enron books, Conspiracy
of Fools. We spent hours, and the prosecution spent hours, and Jeff Skilling's
team spent hours with Kurt, and he never was able to reach a conclusion.
Those of you who have read the book will realize that, while it was very
entertaining, it never reached a conclusion as to the guilt or innocence of
Skilling or Lay.
When you think about this case, remember, too, that if it can happen to
Ken Lay, it can happen to anybody. Ken Lay was as straight a string as I ever
held in my hand. He was a reasonable fellow. He was articulate, and he
understood the game. He wasn't bitter. I was proud to represent him, and I
was hurt deeply when he died. He died of a broken heart, in my opinion. He
died of the same thing that put me in the hospital during the course of the
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trial-the pure frustration of the inability to focus on issues dispositive of
whether there was specific intent to commit a crime. Ken Lay may or may
not have done acts that amounted to elements of a crime, but so far as specific intent is concerned, I'll go to my grave believing that Ken Lay had a
pure heart.
So, I am tempted at this point to quote Clarence Darrow, who said, near
the end of his career, "I had grown tired of standing in the lean and lonely
front line facing the greatest enemy that ever confronted man-public opinion." Remember, when you read about cases like Enron's, what you are
reading and what kind of people are filtering the news for you. And remember this: Wisdom in public affairs doesn't come from faith; it comes from
skepticism. Be skeptical. And lest you think that these lessons apply only on
the criminal side, I remind you of John Donne's familiar words:
No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent, a
part of the main; if a clod be washed away by the sea, Europe is the less, as
well as if a promontory were, as well as if a manor of thy friends or of thine
own were; any man's death diminishes me, because I am involved in mankind;
therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.

ADDICTED TO JUSTICEt
John W. Reed*
Those of you who have attended earlier conventions will recall that I usually speak lightheartedly about the lawyer's life. Today, for a change, I ask
you to think with me about something serious-something fundamental,
something that underlies all that a trial lawyer does, something that is in our
genes. From the listed title, you know that I am going to talk about "justice."
Among the many words in a lawyer's lexicon, one of the most exalted is
the word "justice." It is also one of the least used instrumentally. We tend to
invoke it on ceremonial occasions, often thoughtlessly, or in philosophical
discussions. We use the term "justice" to characterize aspirations or results.
But we are skeptical about its usefulness as a persuasive dynamic in the
course of advocacy in individual cases, because what appears just to one
party often appears unjust to his adversary-one person's justice may be
another person's injustice-and to use the term "justice" rhetorically in an
adversary setting seldom carries much weight.
But we rightly celebrate justice as a systemic concept. "EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW" is inscribed above the main entrance to the United
States Supreme Court Building. Systems of laws and courts are called justice systems-we speak of the criminal justice system, the civil justice system. We bestow the title ofjustice on the judges of our highest courts. (Fortunately, we no longer have justices of the peace, whose short titles, "J.P.,"
often stood for "judgment for the plaintiff.") The pledge of allegiance to the
U.S. flag proclaims a nation "with liberty and justice for all." But however
noble the concept, we use the term "justice" in so many contexts and so
mindlessly and casually that it has little meaning for us, and certainly no
fixed content.
CATERGORIES OF JUSTICE

Any philosophical discussion ofjustice breaks the concept into two broad
Retributive
categories: retributive justice and distributive justice.
justice-sometimes called corrective justice-is concerned with the proper
response to wrongdoing. It is the reordering of relationships between parties where they come into conflict. Distributive justice-social justice-is concerned with the proper distribution of good things-wealth, power, reward,
f Address delivered at the Annual Convention of the International Society of Barristers, Four Seasons
Peninsula Papagayo, Costa Rica, March 9, 2007.
*Thomas M. Cooley Professor of Law Emeritus, University of Michigan Law School; Academic Fellow,
Editor, and Administrative Secretary, International Society of Barristers.
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respect-among different people. It is the ordering or reordering of societal
relationships to provide optimum fairness and equity within a population.
Corrective justice is the goal of lawsuits and other forms of dispute resolution. Distributive justice is the goal of social arrangements at large-of
maximizing fairness in society. Various means may be used to achieve that
fairness in the broad society: primarily legislation and social movements, of
course, but also on occasion individual cases.that create or change doctrine.
Brown v. Board of Education, for example, not only provided corrective justice for particular school children in Topeka, Kansas; its doctrine also provided distributive justice in the field of education throughout this nation.
Although few of us get to try cases with such an impact on society, trial
lawyers often promote distributive justice as legislators, or as active members of civic and professional bodies. Most of you work at justice-producing tasks as bar presidents, chairs of task forces, members of non-profit community boards, and on and on-working for a fairer and more just society.
Although many, and perhaps most, trial lawyers acting as citizens in the
public arena concern themselves with social justice-with maximizing fairness in our society-all trial lawyers seek retributive justice, corrective justice, case by case. By definition, that is your work.
A BRIEF

HISTORY OF CORRECTIVE JUSTICE METHODS

So, how may we seek corrective justice? By what modes and devices and
systems can disputes best be resolved? By what means can guilt or innocence be most fairly determined and justice most surely achieved?
Over the centuries there has been a considerable array of methods, most
of them based on superstition, and all of them unacceptable to modem minds.
Not so long ago, many controversies were settled by duel-duels with
swords or, later, pistols. You well remember that Aaron Burr, offended by
Alexander Hamilton's defamatory remarks at a dinner party, challenged him
to a duel, and in that duel killed Hamilton. I don't know what the insult was.
There are memorable insults floating around for anyone to use. Do you
remember Billy Wilder's classic insult about a music critic? "He has Van
Gogh's ear for music." Groucho Marx said to his hostess, "I've had a perfectly wonderful evening. But this wasn't it." And Samuel Johnson said of
someone, "He is not only dull himself, he is the cause of dullness in others."
I don't know what Hamilton said about Burr, but whatever it was, death by
duel does seem an extreme response to a dinner table conversation. Occasionally, justice was dispensed by drawing lots to decide winners and losers-admittedly an economical way but also an irrational way of resolving
disputes, with no relationship to the merits.
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Most dramatic were trials by ordeal, where the guilt or innocence of an
accused was determined by subjecting him to a painful task. If the task was
completed without injury, or the injuries sustained healed quickly, the
accused was considered innocent. Dating back to at least Hammurabi, these
modes of trial came later to be based on the premise that God would help the
innocent by performing miracles on their behalf.
Most common of the ordeals were fire and water-fire mostly for the nobility and water for commoners. The fire ordeal required the accused to walk
nine paces over red-hot ploughshares or holding a red-hot iron. Innocence
could be established by a lack of injury-absence of blisters, that is; but the
more usual procedure-since almost always the flesh was seared-was to
bandage the wound and have it examined three days later by a priest, who
would pronounce either that God had intervened to heal it, or that it was festering. In the latter event the poor soul would be exiled or executed.
Ordeal by water was even worse. The accused was thrown into water and
if he sank, he was declared innocent (though drowned!), but if he
floated-that is to say, if the water rejected him-he was guilty and taken out
and hanged. A real no-win situation.
In only one of all the ancient modes of dispute resolution that I have mentioned thus far-the duel-did the accuser have to undergo the ordeal together
with the accused. But there was another: the ordeal of the cross, introduced
in the early Middle Ages by the church in an attempt to discourage duels. In
the ordeal of the cross, accused and accuser stood on either side of a cross
and stretched out their arms horizontally. The first one to lower his arms lost.
Most of these ancient, irrational, often barbaric practices disappeared by
the late Middle Ages, but at least one was not abolished in England until
more recently. That was trial by combat, which embellished the option of a
duel by permitting the accused to engage a champion to fight the accuser. So
the ninety-pound weakling defendant could hire a muscled, athletic champion to fight for him. Although this mode of resolving disputes had been in
disuse for a long, long time, a British defendant discovered that through
oversight it had never been abolished and claimed the right of trial by combat as recently as the early nineteenth century, whereupon Parliament waked
up and promptly abolished it.
This brief tour of extinct dispute resolution mechanisms is intended to
make you feel better about the way we do things now, although I feel sure
that you can characterize some aspects of modem trial practice as ordeals
themselves. Ordeal by discovery may be nearly as barbaric as ordeal by fire.
Anyway, let's move to more modem times. We have abandoned the former modes and, in the Anglo-American tradition, we resolve disputes-that
is, we seek corrective justice-by a process we call the adversary system.
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Each party to a conflict presents his case as strongly as he can, and in
response to those presentations, the tribunal decides who shall prevail. The
issues are formed and articulated by the parties themselves; and the evidence
is gathered and presented by the parties themselves. Except for government
lawyers, a lawyer has no obligation to reveal weaknesses in his own client's
case. Each advocate seeks to present his client's position in the most favorable light possible, with the judge, or jury and judge, required to choose
between them. And, in the development and presentation of the case, to a
large degree the judge plays the passive role of an umpire or a referee. (I'm
painting in bold strokes here. We all know judges who leave the umpire's
position and step into the batting box as a player. But in concept, the adversary system calls for the judge to respond to the adversaries, who themselves
are responsible for developing the case.)
As you well know, the adversary system's primary alternative is the inquisitorial or magisterial system, employed in much of Europe and elsewhere. Although
the differences are often exaggerated, the so-called continental system assigns a
more active role to the judge and mutes counsel's fierce loyalty to the client.
There is a considerable body of criticism of the adversary system, often
based on the assumption that there is an objective, knowable truth and that
strong partisan arguments-competing arguments-are a bad, irrational way to
find that truth. If one seeks the sum of two plus two, allowing one party to
argue that it is four and another that it is five is a stupid way to determine the
true sum. But, obviously, the answer to a human conflict is not a mathematical four. And for several centuries now, the dominant belief has been that corrective justice in the messy world of human action and human frailty is best
determined in the adversary arena. Just as democracy has been said to be the
worst form of government except all the others that have been tried, so the
adversary system may be the worst way to resolve disputes justly except all
the others that have been tried. Indeed, the familiar elaborations of the defense
of the adversary process conclude that "it is the most accurate engine of truth
and justice that legal science can design and implement."
Writing fifty years ago, Harvard's Lon Fuller and ABA President John
Randall said:
... [T]he role of the lawyer as a partisan advocate appears not as a regrettable necessity, but as an indispensable part of a larger ordering of affairs.
The institution of advocacy is not a concession to the frailties of human
nature, but an expression of human insight in the design of a social framework within which man's capacity for
impartial judgment [that is to sayjus2
tice] can attain its fullest realization.
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KEYS TO AN EFFECTIVE ADVERSARY PROCESS

Now, in order to deserve that high praise-that the adversary process is "the
most accurate engine of truth and justice that legal science can design and
implement"-at least two conditions must obtain. The first is that the quality
of the parties' lawyers should be somewhat comparable. A just result is far
less likely if one party is represented well and the other badly. Assuring adequate representation for all parties is an issue for the profession, especially in
criminal matters. It is there that you and I have a particular responsibility,
to serve or to help create and sustain entities that provide competent counsel who will make the adversary system work as it should.
The other necessary condition for the adversary system to provide just outcomes is that trial lawyers truly understand their role in that system. Lawyers
must provide their clients with zealous advocacy, and they must do so for
instrumental reasons; that is to say, zealous advocacy is necessary to make
the system work well. And what does it mean to be a zealous advocate?
A zealous person, according to the Random House Dictionary,is "ardently
active, devoted, or diligent," and the listed synonyms are "enthusiastic, eager,
intense, passionate, and warm." These all are qualities that most clients (as
well as most observers of the legal scene) would agree are admirable in a
lawyer. But critics of the adversary system-those who would like to see the
judges' role enlarged and the lawyers' role reduced-equate zealous advocacy
with over-the-top advocacy and charge that it produces irrational, unjust outcomes. This criticism, not necessarily new, gained great currency when film
brought the character Rambo to life. His name became an adjective with
which to characterize abusive tactics in litigation. The bar, as a whole, generally agreed that widespread Rambo tactics had besmirched the profession
and did not reliably produce justice. Properly stung by these charges, courts
and bar associations and trial lawyer groups sought to recover some of the
civility that was once more common among the trial bar. Articles were written and speeches made. Codes of ethics and good practice were proposed
and, occasionally, adopted. Judges were urged to rein in and discipline the
Rambos among us, and some did. You will know better than I whether abusive tactics have been significantly reduced. I rather think so; I certainly
hope so.
But in the process of trying to rein in the abusers of the system, the socalled civility movement metamorphosed into an attack on zealous advocacy-that necessary element of a properly functioning adversary system.
Critics of zeal as a quality of an advocate essentially equate zeal with hyperpartisanship, dishonesty, confrontational work styles, rudeness, and disregard for the interests of adversaries, the courts, and the public. With or with-
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out zeal, those qualities are unprofessional; they are simply wrong. But they
have no connection whatever with the lawyer's obligation to represent his
client "zealously" within the bounds of the law. Nevertheless, we seem to
have played down the lawyer's obligation of zealous advocacy, and careful
observers are beginning to speak, not of Rambo tactics, but of "the zeal
shortage."
Among the culprits causing the zeal shortage is the growth of alternative
modes of dispute resolution. Some devices, notably mediation, have a softer
edge than trials, leading, it is maintained, to softer results-to less residual
animosity after resolution. And it is easy for an advocate to relax in such a
setting and lose sight of the need to represent his client zealously even there.
In many instances, ADR seems to celebrate not the culture of justice but,
rather, the culture of kumbaya.
But legal education-my own bailiwick-may be a significant contributor
to the zeal shortage. Neutrality is a virtue in the law school curriculum. It
looks like purity, without corruption or blemish. But it flourishes at the
expense of zeal. Very few law teachers in today's law schools have had significant experience advocating for clients; indeed, there are increasing numbers of faculty, especially in the so-called elite law schools, who are not even
lawyers but instead are historians, economists, psychologists, and the like.
The highest professional rewards go to those faculty members who produce
ostensibly unbiased, dispassionate publications. Such faculty members are
unlikely to expose law students to concepts of zealous representation.
Courses in professionalism, in my experience, tend to approach professionalism on the one hand and zealous advocacy on the other as being in tension,
if not indeed in opposition to each other. And trial advocacy courses, where
they exist at all, tend to be off in a corner of the curriculum, with their teachers having low status because they are not considered scholars.
My point is that the culture of present-day legal education values and promotes a kind of detached scholarship and may well provide excellent preparation for twenty-first century transactional practice; but it is not conducive
to developing a sense of the critical role, the essential role, of passionate,
zealous advocacy as a means to justice in our adversary system.
And things don't get much better when our students graduate. Many of the
best become judicial clerks-which are no-zeal positions. If they join a firm
of substantial size, they have limited client contact, where zeal can most easily flourish. Mentoring of young lawyers that might teach the real meaning
and importance of zealous advocacy has declined markedly under the cost
pressures faced by all lawyers today. What it means to be a zealous advocate
must be taught, I suggest, by trial lawyers like yourselves; I do not believe it
will taught by so-called transactional lawyers, even though zealous repre-
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sentation should be the right of transactional clients as well.
1 trust you understand what I have been saying:
First, that the adversary process is "the most accurate engine of truth
and justice that legal science can design and implement"; and,
Second, that the effectiveness of dispute resolution under that adversary system largely depends on the quality and zeal of the lawyers for the
disputants.
Thus, as individuals, you play an indispensable role in providing corrective
justice. By definition, by your selection to be a Barrister, you embody the
abilities and zeal that make the adversary system work. A stated purpose of
the Barristers Society is "[t]o encourage the continuation of advocacy under
the adversary system." It is the aspiration of each of us to achieve just
results-to achieve justice, in individual cases and in the justice system. The
legal profession is the justice profession. Yes, you think and work case by
case, zealously representing your clients one by one; but in your heart of
hearts, you want to believe that you are part of an enterprise that produces
the maximum possible justice.
Some years ago, I encountered a cantata by Benjamin Britten, based on
the life of the fourth-century bishop of Myra, the real-life St. Nicolas. The
cantata's librettist, Eric Crozier, said of Nicolas that he was "prodigal of love,
a spendthrift in devotion to us all." Those phrases caught my attention
because they use words that we normally interpret as bad qualities. Prodigal-the prodigal son, right? Not someone to emulate, not a good guy. Prodigality-a foolish characteristic. Spendthrift-not something you want to teach
your children to be. A spendthrift can get into real trouble in the probate
court. But how marvelous, what wonderful praise when the words are
attached to something good, like love and devotion. "Prodigal of love, a
spendthrift in devotion to us all."
As I was considering the advocate's role in the adversary system, I remembered the poet's language and thought of another word that, like prodigal and
spendthrift, has bad connotations. That word, of course, is addict. An addict
is one who devotes or surrenders himself to something habitually or obsessively-or permits himself to be consumed by. The word "addict" has terrible connotations.
I suggest, however, that just as it is good to be prodigal of love and a spendthrift in devotion, it is good for you and me to be addicted to justice-to have
a burning, zealous, irresistible passion forjustice in every client's case, a passion for justice in all that we do in our professional lives. Our daily lawyer
tasks will have more meaning and nobility if we understand them to be not
isolated but rather parts of the larger whole-our search for a juster justice.
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1 ask you to recall with me the clichdd story of the three masons, working
at a construction site. A bystander asked each what he was doing. One said,
"I'm laying bricks"; the second said, "I'm putting up a wall." The third-you
well remember-said, "I'm building a cathedral." I put it to you that that simple little story is a metaphor of the trial bar. One lawyer says, "I'm examining a witness." The second says, "I'm trying a case." The third says, "I'm
seeking justice."
I hope you are building a cathedral ofjustice.

PLATONIC CENSURESt
Steven Lubet*

There is something about deposition practice that brings out the worst
in lawyers. Often the culmination of years of antagonistic litigation, a deposition throws counsel-and frequently their clients-together in a small
room where they are unconstrained by the rules of evidence and unsupervised by the judge, whose authority over the process is remote and indirect. Most attorneys behave honorably under the "honor system," but all
too often things get out of hand, as lawyers engage in harassment, obstructionism, posturing, and endless bloviation. Actual violence is thankfully
rare, but threats and challenges are distressingly common, as immortalized
by the famous videotape of Texas lawyer Joe Jamail taunting a witness to
"come over here and try it, you dumb son of a bitch."'
Most deposition tantrums never come to light, let alone achieve Jamaillike levels of notoriety, but every now and then a nasty dispute becomes
the subject of a reported decision. Frequently combining the attributes of
both morality tales and soft-core pornography, these cases hold a special
fascination for lawyers, especially when they recount the details of a particularly vile squabble. Occasionally, there is even a lesson to be learned,
although it is not always the one intended by the court.
Judges, especially when hearing appeals, have a regrettable tendency to
premise their rulings on an abstract vision of law practice that is far
removed from daily life in the litigation trenches. Platonic ideals-universals are independent of particulars; ideas are more real than things-are fine
for philosophers, but they can be dangerous in the hands of courts. The
truth is that high principles, no matter how rigorously adduced, must now
and then give way to gritty reality. Instead of honestly recognizing their
own limitations, however, too many appellate judges put logic (at which
they excel) ahead of experience (which they frequently lack), resulting in
rules for lawyers that can be nearly impossible to follow.
One such instance is found in Redwood v. Dobson, which the Seventh
Circuit described as a "grudge match" between Erik Redwood (a selft This

essay is excerpted from THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING HONEST, to be published in 2008 by N.Y.U.
Press; an earlier version appeared in the May 2007 issue of The American Lawuver, under the title "Above
It All: A Deposition Can Be an Ugly War."
* Professor, and Director of the Program on Advocacy and Professionalism, Northwestern University
School of Law.
'The video of Joe Jamail's infamous deposition has been removed from YouTube.
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styled renaissance man and "Buddhist reverend") and his one-time attorney, Harvey Cato Welch. The litigation spanned more than eight years,
involving angry accusations and countercharges of incompetent representation, racism, battery, hate crimes, civil conspiracy, and abuse of process,
and eventually entangling not only the original adversaries, but also their
lawyers, their lawyers' lawyers, and a luckless local prosecutor. Matters
came to an ugly boil during the deposition of attorney Marvin Gerstein,
who had once represented Welch but had since become a codefendant.
Redwood, the plaintiff, was represented by Charles Danner, who, as the
Seventh Circuit noted, "spent the first 30 pages or so of.the transcript exploring Gerstein's ... vehicular violations." Gerstein's lawyer, Roger Webber,

instructed him not to answer some of those questions, but Danner continued
to pursue equally pointless and irrelevant topics. What happened next, as
the Seventh Circuit observed, must be quoted "to be believed."
DANNER:

Mr. Gerstein, have you ever engaged in homosexual conduct?

WEBBER:

I believe it violates Rule 30, and I'm instructing him not to
answer the question.

GERSTEIN: I'm not answering the question.
DANNER:

Mr. Gerstein, are you involved in any type of homosexual
clique with any other defendants in this action?

WEBBER:

Same objection. Same instruction.

The deposition continued in a similar vein, with Danner asking intrusive
and irrelevant questions, some of which the Seventh Circuit characterized
as "unfathomable," and Gerstein becoming increasingly uncooperative. (In
a telephone interview, Danner told me that the questions about homosexuality were relevant to his civil conspiracy claim because the local prosecutor's office had shown "bias in favor of gays and lesbians.")
In reviewing the mess, the Seventh Circuit called Danner's conduct
"shameful" and censured him for conduct unbecoming a member of the
bar, adding that repetition of his performance would lead to heavier sanctions, "including suspension or disbarment."
But then-incredibly-the court went on to censure Webber as well, delivering the same warning about possible disbarment. Even though Webber
had been "goaded" by Danner's intolerable behavior, the court held that
Webber's representation of his client had been "unprofessional and violated the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure." Rather than instruct Gerstein
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not to answer the offending questions, Webber should have "called off the
deposition and applied for a protective order" from the trial court.2
That aspect of the Seventh Circuit's analysis is deeply troubling, creating an unworkable standard for even the most diligent lawyers. Yes, of
course, Rule 30(d)(1) states clearly that a lawyer "may instruct a deponent
not to answer only when necessary to preserve a privilege, to enforce a limitation directed by the court, or to present a motion [for a protective
order]." And yes, Webber's instructions to Gerstein did not fall under any
of the provisions of the rule. But surely it is obvious that Webber was simply attempting to protect his client under extremely difficult circumstances,
trying to get the deposition finished with the least possible expenditure of
time and money.
Imagine the unfair choice that Webber would have faced under Judge
Easterbrook's approach when Danner asked his first outrageous question:
"Mr. Gerstein, have you ever engaged in homosexual conduct?" Webber
would have had to direct his client to submit to an invasion of privacy, or else
suspend the deposition right then and there. But suspending a deposition is
hardly without cost. Webber then would have had to prepare a motion,
obtain a court date, appear before the trial judge, and present his argument.
Although his objection would no doubt have been sustained, there was no
guarantee that he would have been awarded adequate costs. And in any
event, he would then have had to go back to the deposition with no assurance that Danner's obnoxious questioning wouldn't resume, in which case
Webber would have had to repeat the entire process.
At the time, it must have seemed to be in everyone's best interest-lawyers,
parties, trial court-to get everything on the record in one sitting, and to avoid
the inefficiency of bouncing back and forth between deposition room and
courtroom. Only with the benefit of hindsight does it become apparent that
Webber should have blown the whistle much, much sooner.
And therein lies the problem. Working lawyers have to craft pragmatic
solutions, usually under extreme time pressure and often on tight budgets.
Rules are rules, to be sure, but sometimes there ought to be a little play in
the joints, recognizing that the spirit of a rule may be more important than
its harsh enforcement. Any lawyer who has ever defended a deposition
against an overbearing lout would sympathize with Webber's dilemma, and
would understand why running to court wasn't obviously the remedy of
first resort.
Unfortunately for Webber, the Seventh Circuit didn't see it that way. The
three formidable judges on the panel-Diane Wood, Ilana Rovner, and Chief
2The

Seventh Circuit's rigid deposition decision in Redwood v. Dobson appears at 476 F.3d 462 (2007).
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Judge Frank Easterbrook, who wrote the unanimous opinion-are as intellectually accomplished as any on the bench, but none of them has significant
experience in private practice, much less in a small-town, small-case practice such as Webber's. According to their official biographies, only Wood
ever engaged full-time in private practice, and that was a relatively short stint
as an associate at a large law firm nearly thirty years ago. Easterbrook's
entire pre-judicial career was spent in government and academics. While he
was exceptionally successful in both endeavors-arguing numerous cases
before the Supreme Court while in the Solicitor General's office and quickly
achieving tenure at the University of Chicago-it is quite possible that he has
never participated in a deposition (except perhaps as an expert witness during his association with Lexecon, a law-and-economics consulting firm). It
is speculation on my part, but it seems likely that none of the three judges
ever had sole responsibility for defending a beleaguered individual client,
either in trial or at a deposition.
I am not quarreling with Judge Easterbrook's invocation of Rule 30(d)(1),
and I'm not suggesting that lawyers should be encouraged to disrupt depositions by instructing witnesses to keep mum. I am suggesting, however, that
the court could have cut Webber a little slack.
C'mon, Your Honors, he violated a rule of procedure, not a moral imperative. There was no need to slap Webber with the same punishment (including the threat of disbarment) as was given to Danner, whose conduct was
found to be far more egregious. A few words of stern caution would have
been sufficient to get the general point across, while still leaving conscientious lawyers some room to maneuver.
But instead of showing flexibility-no harm, no foul-the Seventh Circuit
simply laid down the law, censuring both the provocateur and his hapless
foil. While that result might seem even-handed, it will inevitably create new
headaches for trial judges. In the past, lawyers had a variety of ways of
deflecting churlish questions during heated deposition disputes, including an
occasional bit of witness-instructing brinksmanship. It wasn't always pretty,
and there were regrettable abuses, but the attorneys usually succeeded in
resolving matters among themselves, without recourse to the courts. But
now it appears that the lesser tactics have been ruled completely out of play,
leaving only the nuclear option of terminating the deposition and running to
the judge.
Plato famously supposed that our ordinary perceptions are no more accurate than shadows on the wall of cave. Whether one accepts or rejects that
analogy, it is plain that the Seventh Circuit was able to see only the shadows
of shadows in the Redwood case, relying on a written record that could not
begin the capture the underlying dynamics in the deposition room. Sitting
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in an environment remote from the messy realities of time pressure, transaction costs, and uncertainty, the appellate judges were misled by their own
utopian conception of litigation practice, where lawyers are expected to make
perfect choices no matter what the circumstances (and deserve to be punished when they err). Call it naive insularity or lofty detachment, deliberately self-imposed or unfortunately unavoidable, but there is no other good
explanation for why three very smart people would so confidently lay down
such an impractical rule in a situation that they did not fully understand.
Alas, the censure of poor Mr. Webber may backfire, as it will likely
empower bullies to pursue improper lines of inquiry, knowing that their
opponents will either have to answer every question, no matter how foul, or
pull up stakes and head to court (which may, in many federal cases, be hundreds or thousands of miles away). The Seventh Circuit believed their pronouncement decision would "defuse ... the heated feelings" at depositions,
but it could well have the reverse effect of making litigation more contentious, potentially turning every deposition into a high-stakes confrontation. Lawyers already spend enough time playing chicken. Now, thanks to
the Seventh Circuit's unrealistic demands, they might have to learn a new
game-truth or dare.
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UN SYSTEM OR UNSYSTEM?-AN INSIDER'S VIEW OF
HOW AND WHY THE UNITED NATIONS WORKS
(OR DOESN'T)t
Ian Chambers*
A few months ago on a BBC call-in show an angry Lebanese, surveying the 360 degrees of rubble that was once his town, reproached Mark
Malloch-Brown, the Deputy Secretary-General of the United Nations,
with that Organization's "criminal delays" in imposing a rapid cease-fire
in the Israeli-Hezbollah conflict. Mr. Malloch-Brown replied to the
caller, "You are absolutely right. The delay was criminal and resulted in
the deaths of hundreds of people and the increased misery of thousands
of others; but please, please, don't blame the working stiffs in the UN
Secretariat. We wanted a cease-fire from the very beginning of the conflict but the governments represented on the Security Council, especially
the United States, did not want an immediate cease-fire. There was nothing we could do."
What I am proposing to set before you today is one working stiff's (or
rather ex-working stiff's) views, based on thirty years of being an official in the dubiously named "UN System," for the purpose of reviewing
what is functioning, what isn't, and why, in said system.
In theory the United Nations is composed of an interlocking system of
organizations, specialized agencies, programs, and special funds. It is
supposed to be the political, executive, and technical expression of what
it has become fashionable to call the "international community." According to its Charter, it is even supposed to have permanent and effective
military capacity.
STRUCTURAL AND HISTORICAL REASONS FOR LACK OF SYSTEM

In fact, the UN is an unsystem and was always predestined to be so. There
are many reasons for this, but undoubtedly the major cause is the preeminence of the concept of state sovereignty, or rather that state sovereignty
means the primacy of national interest. The idea of state sovereignty is at
the very basis of international law. Although the UN Charter famously
begins with the words "We, the Peoples of the United Nations," the exprest Address delivered at the Annual Convention of the International Society of Barristers, Four Seasons,
Peninsula Papagayo, Costa Rica, March 5, 2007.
* Semiretired United Nations Diplomat, Heredia, Costa Rica.
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sion "Peoples" never reappears. Membership is open only to states, and the
latter are represented by governments. Furthermore, article 2, paragraph 7,
of the Charter stipulates that:
Nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United Nations
to intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction
of any state ....
There is an exception if the matter is determined to be a "threat to [world] peace."
The specialized agencies of the UN System similarly have states as their
members. Although article 63 of the Charter provides that the Economic and
Social Council, one of the principal organs of the UN, "may co-ordinate the
activities of the specialized agencies," it can do so only "through consultation
with and recommendations to such agencies." In other words, the UN itself
cannot order the agencies to do something they do not wish to do. This is a
perfect recipe for contradictory actions within the supposed system. The
World Health Organization (WHO) and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) may establish a program to provide funds and technical training
to ministries of health and agriculture to improve their capacity to prevent
the spread of bird flu, while the UN itself may have decided that no assistance or support should be provided to government bodies in certain countries because of their appalling human rights abuses. When I was representative to the UN of the International Labor Organization (ILO), the oldest of
the specialized agencies, in the early nineties, I got a very irate phone call
from the then US Ambassador to the UN, accusing my organization of"sanctions busting" in Iraq because, as part of a program to assist the handicapped
in that country, we were delivering vehicles specially adapted to transport
the disabled for medical attention, vocational courses, etc. I had to reply that
the person whom the Ambassador should be reviling was the US representative to the ILO in Geneva, since I could take instructions only from the
Director-General and governing body of that organization, not from the UN
and much less from one member state of the UN.
It might have been possible nonetheless to overcome this structural flaw in
the "system" but for the fact that the Cold War completely denatured it for
nearly five decades. Before the UN was even toilet-trained, so to speak, its
family context became toxic as its superpower parents, the United States and
the Soviet Union, with their respective in-laws, argued reflexively over every
major issue (and a host of minor ones). As, alas, often happens in families, the
objective of making home-in this case the planet-a better and happier place
was subordinated and ultimately lost in favor of scoring power points on the
other spouse. The inevitable psychoses spawned by this cruel and unspeakably bloody atmosphere continue to bedevil the international family.
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Since the UN itself was virtually paralyzed during this formative period,
as vetoes in the Security Council echoed through the system like slaps in
domestic quarrels, the specialized agencies tried to focus on their "technical" mandates, especially in relation to the vast number of new member
states resulting from the decolonization processes of the 1950s and 1960s.
Given that the membership of the agencies was virtually identical to that of
the UN itself, there was an inevitable spillover of UN arguments to their own
governing structures, but the secretariats of these organizations tried desperately-and with at least some limited success-to contain the damage by
differentiating political issues from technical ones and assigning the former
to the UN. In this way, for example, and in spite of the fighting both in the
meeting rooms of the UN and much more bloodily on the ground in the
superpowers' proxy wars which affected vast swaths of Asia, Africa, and
Latin America, the WHO was able to eradicate smallpox from the surface of
the planet. The strategy had its failures also. The US withdrew entirely from
the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), citing a litany of sins but really because the US government intensely disliked
what it perceived as left-leaning policies on education, culture, and especially communications, information-management, and the media.
Decolonization completely altered the bases and structures of international
relations in the middle of the last century. When the UN was founded, four
of the five great powers-the United Kingdom, France, the United States, and
the USSR-pretty much controlled the world and its peoples with enormous
empires based on either good old-fashioned imperialism of the plumed-hat
variety or doctrines of spheres of influence as defined by Monroe, Stalin, and
others. The fifth power, China, was rapidly reduced to a fiction by the exclusion of the People's Republic in favor of Taiwan, a nonsense that prevailed
until 1971. Foreseeing the risk of uppity emerging states failing to toe the
line defined by the powers, the latter endowed themselves with permanent
seats on the Security Council, the UN's most powerful organ by far, as well
as a right of veto over any decision or proposal emanating from any member state, the General Assembly, or anyone else.
The specialized agencies, however, did not have equivalent bodies to the
Security Council, with the result that once the newly independent excolonies took up membership in these organizations, they rapidly outnumbered the longer-established members whose positions and votes were in
effect controlled by the US or the Soviets. Especially after the launching of
the Non-Aligned Movement in the late 1950s, the policies and programs of
the agencies began to reflect the objectives and priorities of these nations
rather than the ideological agenda imposed on the UN itself by the veto-
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wielding powers on the Security Council. It suddenly became urgent for the
superpowers to bring the agencies to heel.
The strategies to this end were varied but complementary. The powers
deployed all of their diplomatic and military strengths to attract and keep the
emerging nations in their respective ideological camps, and the testing
process was often how these countries voted on any given issue in the UN
and the agencies. In my experience, this mind-set was most succinctly
expressed by an Oregon state trooper who, when I presented him with my
driving license issued by the Beijing People's Road Security Committee,
looked at it with some perplexity and said, "Basically, Sir, I don't understand
this document, but what I need to know is whether it was issued by their
Chinks or our Chinks."
Within the UN organizations, the term "coordination" suddenly became
the buzzword. Because, as I mentioned at the outset, there was no legal
mechanism by which the UN could control the agencies, the superpowers
resorted to the next best thing: financial power. Programs and policies in the
agencies which were not to the ideological taste of one superpower (often on
no other basis than that they had been proposed by the other side) were
deemed wasteful and misdirected. The fact that the developing countries
actually wanted these programs and could benefit from them was, of course,
deemed utterly irrelevant. Indeed, it was concluded, especially in Washington, in a supremely ironic return to colonialist attitudes, that these so-called
developing countries did not have a clue as to what was best for them and
what they really needed.
In the name of coordination, sound financial management, and welldirected development policy, therefore, the United Nations Development
Program (UNDP) was set up in the early sixties, mainly under the impetus
of the United States, from whose point of view the creation of this body
would solve a host of perceived problems.
In the first place, as a UN body rather than a specialized agency, UNDP
was under the ultimate control of the Security Council, so the veto power
was the insurance policy that guaranteed it would not get out of line. Secondly, instead of continuing to allow the specialized agencies to fund development programs in their respective member states through their own budgets, development financing would henceforth be channeled through the
UNDP, which would decide whether or not such programs were appropriate
for financial support. Even better, instead of having an assessed budget, like
the agencies, under which member states had a legal obligation to pay a proportionate contribution to the budget whether or not they supported all of the
programs included in it-as was the case for the UN budget itself-the UNDP
was financed by voluntary contributions provided through the mechanism of
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an annual pledging conference, so that contributing governments could stipulate which programs and policies their funds could be used for-and which
not. The final masterstroke was to appoint a delegate of the UNDP, the "Resident Representative," in the capital city of each country receiving development funds for the express purpose of coordinating the work of the agencies
in that country. Oh, and just to make assurance doubly sure, in the Shakespearean phrase, there was a tacit agreement that the Executive Director of
the UNDP would always be a US citizen.
For more than two decades, virtually until the end of the Cold War in 1990,
the UNDP completely dominated the development agenda. Historians of the
twentieth century have still not realized how central and crucial this was to
the ultimate victory of the West, especially the US, in the ideological struggle for world domination that was the main feature of international politics
throughout the last century. Marxism-Leninism was not defeated through
superior military technology, the host of nasty and murderous proxy wars,
and covert operations in the so-called Third World or threats of Star Wars;
the Cold War was won by the West because the nations of the Third World
were constrained to accept a model and definition of development that was
based exclusively on Western objectives and methodologies, and the principal instrument to achieve this result was the UNDP.
THE ROLE OF

NON-UN

INSTITUTIONS

In this global effort, another set of international institutions, associated
with though not, strictly speaking, part of the United Nations system, played
a central role. These organizations are known as the Bretton Woods institutions: the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD or
World Bank), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the International
Finance Corporation (IFC). They enjoy generalized opprobrium in the Third
World, in part because of the awesome financial and economic power which
they wield, as well as for the fact that they are perceived as yet another mechanism for the projection of US power. As the largest shareholder, the US can
effectively prevent loans or other forms of financial support from being provided to other countries through these institutions, and Washington frequently uses this power to bring political pressure to bear on nations whose
policies it dislikes.
Initially the roles of these organizations were fairly clearly defined. The
World Bank was to administer the funds deposited by its shareholders, principally the rich industrialized countries, in the form of low-interest loans to
the developing countries, for capital development, especially of industries
and infrastructure. The IMF was to oversee currency stability and maintain
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the gold standard for this purpose. The IFC, much smaller than the other
two, was entrusted with raising capital for poor countries' large-scale projects, often by facilitating private-sector financing. Over time, however, these
roles have shifted considerably.
As development theory began to focus less on infrastructure and more on
social issues, the World Bank, with far greater sums at its disposal than the
UN, started to invest in poverty reduction and health and environmental programs, thus displacing the UNDP and encroaching on the traditional preserves of the specialized agencies. Much more "Western" and "capitalist"
oriented than even the UNDP and especially sensitive to the policies of its
major shareholder, the United States, the Bank made most of its development
loans conditional on policies of privatization, and greater involvement of
international financial markets and of private sector players. Under the new
concept of "good governance," large-scale loans were provided for the fundamental restructuring of government apparatus, ministries, courts, and the
executive. From about 1975 on, the World Bank representative in each
developing country began to have considerably more power and influence
than the UNDP Resident Representative. Nominally, they were supposed to
function as a team, coordinated by half-yearly meetings of agency heads
under the chairmanship of the UN Secretary-General, but in reality the World
Bank did what it wanted, dragging the UN and its specialized agencies in its
wake in order to maintain a semblance of a common approach. In order to
attenuate the overwhelming US influence over the World Bank, there
emerged regional World Bank clones in the form of regional development
banks: the Inter-American Development Bank, Asian Development Bank,
African Development Bank, and, since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). Although
these institutions are not part of the World Bank, the size of the US stake in
each of them (except the EBRD) ensures a strong coherence in lending policy and priorities among them.
Even more striking is the evolution of the IMF. As mentioned, it was
established in 1945 to administer the gold standard and thus maintain international currency stability. By the 1980s, at the zenith of its international
influence, it had converted itself into a type of international credit agency,
whose definition of a country's creditworthiness determined financial and
economic survival or collapse. With what has been described by many commentators as supreme arrogance, the IMF tended to impose a one-size-fitsall "structural adjustment" policy package as a condition of providing financial support to developing countries. This package almost invariably
consisted of currency devaluation, privatization of state-held enterprises, and
reduction of import tariffs.
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The mention of import tariffs brings me to the last principal focus of UN System-related development agencies-and the establishment of competing nonUN agencies-before I turn to an analysis of the unsystematic mess in which we
currently find ourselves. This last principal focus is international trade.
In the late 1950s, recognizing the potential of global commerce to generate greater wealth worldwide, the United Nations convened a conference on
trade and development known as UNCTAD. Gradually, successive sessions
of the "Conference" endowed themselves with a permanent secretariat and
became a specialized autonomous body of the UN. At that time until well
into the 1970s, the prevailing policies on trade within the UN System were
summed up by the term "the ECLAC model (el modelo cepalino)," from the
initials of the UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the
Caribbean. (There is a UN economic and social commission for each region
of the developing world.) According to this model, developing countries
should try as much as possible to achieve import substitution-i.e., identify
the goods and services that they were most expensively and massively
importing from other countries and start to produce these domestically. The
result was, of course, the exact antithesis of so-called free trade because, in
order to support these fledgling and not-yet-efficient industries, governments
set up high tariff barriers to prevent cheaper foreign competitive imports.
Furthermore, given the sparsity of private investment capital in many developing countries, the state became, by design or default, the major shareholder
in these newly established enterprises, thus creating huge state-owned sectors
in the national economy. In most cases, the results were inefficient, unproductive, public-finance-guzzling, industrial white elephants with highly
inflated work forces staffed by supporters, friends, and relatives of the government people managing the enterprises and the country.
While the ECLAC model was hugely popular with elites forming the vast
majority of developing country governments, providing them with cash-cows
and seemingly endless opportunities for political patronage and prestige,
exporters in the industrialized nations were understandably less enthusiastic
as they saw their overseas markets disappear. The ECLAC model, moreover,
presented a serious threat to the cozy postcolonial financial and trade arrangements which countries like the United Kingdom and, especially, France had
maintained with their former imperial territories. This explains why it was
much more evident in Latin America, whose colonial past was more distant
(as well as the fact that Spain and Portugal produced little to export to this
hemisphere anyway) than in Africa and Asia. A notable exception was India,
which wanted to extricate itself from what it saw as the imperial depredations
of the British Empire and set up perhaps the most extensive import substitution regime of all. The People's Republic of China did not choose the path of
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import substitution but was forced into it by the trade embargo imposed by

the Western countries after the communist revolution of 1949.
In the face of the serious barriers to trade stemming in large part from the
UN development model, the developed countries decided to set up an organization outside the UN System in order to promote freer trade. This was the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), predecessor of the World
Trade Organization (WTO), based on a complex treaty regime under which
each participating country has to enter into separate agreements with each of
the other states parties but with each such treaty including certain common
provisions such as the recognition of the role of the WTO as final arbiter in
trade disputes. As in the case of the development banks, once again, there
has emerged a plethora of regional trade organizations: NAFTA, MERCOSUR, CARICOM, ASEAN, etc.-and the most integrated free trade zone of
all, the European Union. And to complicate matters further, a number of
countries are now pushing hard (and sometimes successfully) to include nontrade issues in the trade treaties-notably labor and human rights, poverty
reduction strategies, and environmental standards.
Just to fill out this already crowded portrait of the so-called international
"system" even more, one must mention, albeit only in passing, the humanitarian and disaster-relief organizations and the NGOs (nongovernmental organizations), the oldest of which is the International Committee of the Red Cross
(also the Red Crescent and various other red symbols for the religiously committed and atheists or agnostics). These organizations include UN bodies such
as UNICEF, the UN High Commission for Humanitarian Affairs, the UN High
Commission for Refugees, the World Food Program, and the UN Program for
Disaster Reduction, and nongovernmental organizations such as OXFAM,
Save the Children, CARITAS, etc. Finally, a new set of actors is appearing,
whose headline-grabbing financial clout and new approach to development
make them important players. These are the multi-billion-dollar philanthropic
foundations, such as that of Bill and Melinda Gates.
Lastly, mention should be made also of UN agencies such as the International Atomic Energy Agency, much exercised at present with matters in North
Korea and Iran, the World Intellectual Property Organization, whose area of
competence figures large in current trade talks, the International Maritime
Organization, dealing inter alia with safety on the high seas from both weather
and pirates, the International Civil Aviation Organization, at present much
involved in antiterrorism efforts, and even the lower-key World Meteorological Organization, without which your daily weather forecast and projections
on global warming would be even more inaccurate than they often are.
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THE NEED FOR AN EFFECTIVE

UN

Given this extraordinary range of agencies, institutions, and treaty bodies
which purport to deal with virtually every aspect of human, animal, botanical, and even extraterrestrial life, a possible conclusion is that the UN has
spread itself too broadly and a kind of mission creep has made it impossible
to establish coherent, systematic, and effective handling of any of the major
international problems that beset the modem world, from bird flu to terrorism. In my opinion, however, despite the overlap, contradictions, turf battles, and resulting confusion, it is this very breadth of mandate and activity
which enables-and often requires-that the UN System take on a coordinating leadership role in resolving these problems.
As our understanding grows and deepens of the interconnected nature and
complex causes of problems from global warming to civil wars, the capacity of the United Nations, however imperfect, to involve and mobilize expertise, give voice and audience to victims and stakeholders, define causality,
and transform the attempts at response and resolution from violence to dialogue and collaboration, all of this within a framework of equity and respect
for human rights, becomes indispensable. The problems require a multifaceted and integrated approach which only the UN System can even approach
achieving. Two examples from Central America, with which I am directly
familiar, are illustrative.
Ten years ago we were putting the finishing touches on a series of interlocking treaties to establish and consolidate a peace agreement to put an end
to the longest civil war in the history of the Western hemisphere, the conflict
in Guatemala, which had lasted thirty-seven years. During that period there
had been various cease-fires and truces, but none had lasted. In 1990, with
the end of the Cold War, the UN finally had the opportunity to deal with the
conflict free of the paralyzing ideological confrontation between the United
States and the Soviet Union. A tenuous cease-fire agreement brokered by
the government of Norway included ajoint request by representatives of the
Guatemalan government and the various insurgent factions that the UN bring
peace to the country. The then Secretary-General accepted this mandate,
with the approval of the Security Council, on the condition that any settlement must respect and implement the human rights standards of the UN System. Under the coordination of the Secretary-General's Office and the UN
Department of Political Affairs, a UN peacekeeping force was put in place
to maintain the truce and disarm the combatants. The UN High Commission
for Refugees (UNHCR) oversaw the return and resettlement of those displaced by the war. The World Health Organization helped to set up com-
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munity-based health centers. The International Labor Organization helped
draft an agreement on indigenous rights, covering some seventy percent of
the national population. Land reform, education, restoration and preservation of Mayan sacred sites, employment generation, agricultural improvements, fiscal and economic policies, constitutional reform, the officialization of the Mayan languages, the reform of local government, and a host of
other issues at the root of poverty, social exclusion, and conflict were dealt
with by the various appropriate parts of the UN System; and after seven years
of research, consultation, negotiation, and discussion, a final and lasting
peace agreement was signed. Guatemala still confronts many problems, and
all of the elements of the peace accord still have not been implemented in
their entirety; but the country has been at peace for a decade now, and there
is no sign of a return to armed civil conflict.
Nine years ago the entire Central American region was brutally struck by
Hurricane Mitch, with the worst damage in Honduras, Nicaragua, and El Salvador. Thousands of people died, tens of thousands were displaced, infrastructural damage cost the region billions of dollars, agriculture and fisheries
were devastated, and outbreaks of cholera, dengue, leptospyrosis, and other
highly contagious diseases had begun. The UN System, with invaluable support from the International Committee of the Red Cross, many NGOs, and
national and disaster relief organizations, went into high gear not only to deal
promptly and effectively with the humanitarian emergency but also to ensure
that reconstruction would be handled in such a way as to reduce significantly
the risks of such terrible consequences in the future. Since Mitch, there have
been many other natural disasters in Central America but with far less loss of
human life and infrastructural damage.
As unsystemic as the UN System can appear to be, when it is allowed to
function with the political and financial support of its member states and without
paralyzing political and ideological confrontations among them arising from a
narrow focus on their national interests, it can deliver the goods.
It is, therefore, a very worthwhile effort to move toward greater effectiveness and efficiency in the system, and this should be the prime objective of the much-talked-of UN reform. The latter is often misrepresented
as an effort to establish some sort of world supergovernment which would
do away with national sovereignty and give other countries, cultures, and
ideologies control over decision-making and policy at the national, regional,
and even municipal levels of government. This is neither achievable nor
desirable. The current debate on "subsidiarity" within the European Union
is highly instructive in this regard. Local problems require local solutions,
and national issues are best dealt with nationally; but world problems need
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worldwide responses, as global warming, HIV-AIDS, and terrorism-to
name but a few-are making painfully evident. Only the UN System offers
a potentially coherent and adequate forum to tackle such issues.
In this regard, the greatest and unique advantage of the UN and its agencies
is that, by definition, they cannot have a national agenda. Their objective is neither to rule nor dominate. It is rather to establish the framework and rules so that
their members can reach agreement on solutions. As mentioned at the beginning
of this talk, since the participants in this process are sovereign national states,
their sovereign character must be respected. If, therefore, the democratically
elected government of any member state determines that a UN-sponsored treaty,
agreement, or set of standards is not mindful of the interests and priorities of its
population, it should be free not to incorporate such rules into its national legal
system. While I personally consider the Bush administration's opposition to the
Kyoto Protocol on Climate Change to be wrongheaded, I fully respect the right
of the United States of America to opt out of that agreement on the grounds that
it does not deem it to be an appropriate and adequate response to the problem.
On the other hand, I find it illegitimate and profoundly shocking that the same
country has imposed sanctions on many nations, including Costa Rica, simply
because their democratically elected and sovereign governments have chosen to
ratify the treaty setting up the UN International Criminal Court to investigate and
prosecute crimes against humanity if national courts refuse or are unable to do so.
In the end, just as legislators, courts, and executive authorities in democratic
societies are still struggling to determine the boundaries of individual freedoms
and of the legitimate priorities of the broader community in which these individuals must live and act, so in the international community we must continue
to seek a better balance between national sovereignty and the needs of the planet.
There is no place or structure more suited to that purpose than the UN System.
I should like to end this talk by referring to the words of a senior British diplomat who represented his country at United Nations during the run-up to the invasion of Iraq and who recently resigned. In an interview with the BBC World Service last month, he said that governments must abandon an approach to
international affairs based exclusively on the pursuit of national interests in favor
of a more positive and collaborative effort to resolve the problems which beset
the modem world. May he be heard, for that would represent the reform which
would at last empower the United Nations to fulfill its potential and become at
last an effective system for the benefit of humankind as a whole.

"WHO IS WHO?"-THE ACTIVITIES OF
THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
IN HEALTH, WEALTH, AND POLITICSt
Thomas S. R. Topping*
After Rick Martson asked me to talk to you about the World Health Organization, I chose the ungrammatical title "Who is WHO?" mostly because it
is a catchy phrase but partly because WHO indeed is not a well-known
organization within the UN family. I spent most of my working life there,
and I have a great love for the organization.
WHO

Is WHO?

WHO is a specialized agency. That means it's a separate organization
from the UN, having been created by a separate treaty, but it works closely
with the UN under a collaboration agreement with the UN. WHO has more
or less the same state membership as the UN but not exactly. For example,
Switzerland only recently joined the UN but has been a member of WHO
from the beginning in 1948.
As an entity created by international treaty, WHO is a subject of international law, with limited competence. Thus, within the areas of its mandate,
it can enter into treaties with states (nations). WHO also enjoys certain privileges and immunities, similar to those enjoyed by states. They're granted,
for the most part, by the 1947 Convention on the Privileges and Immunities
of the Specialized Agencies, which, among other things, gives the specialized agencies immunity from national court jurisdiction, unless they
expressly waive immunity. (There is a treaty obligation to make alternative
arrangements for settling disputes arising out of contracts or other disputes
of a private character.) Most but not all of WHO's member states have either
become parties to the Convention or agreed to apply it. The United States,
which hasn't become a party to the Convention, has granted similar privileges and immunities by national law, through the International Organization Act of 1945.
WHO has its own set of governing bodies. There is the World Health
Assembly composed of all 193 member states, and there is a 34-member
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Executive Board. The Director-General is elected by the Health Assembly
and supervises the 9,000-strong Secretariat.
In addition to its headquarters in Geneva, WHO has six regional offices
around the world, each headed by a regional director who is elected by a
regional committee, composed of the member states in the region. That
makes for a lot of elected officials trying to run the same organization, but
this regional structure, which is unique in the UN system, is largely due to
the pre-existence of the Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO) in
Washington, D.C., which has been around since the beginning of the twentieth century. When the drafters of the WHO constitution were trying to figure out how to put together a world body, they had to figure out what to do
with PAHO, especially since PAHO's member states weren't all that keen on
having their regional organization swallowed up by this global one. To make
a long story short, PAHO continues in existence but serves as WHO's
regional office in the Americas.
WHO also has about ninety country offices, usually in developing countries, to oversee country projects. Some other agencies such as UNICEF
have more; but believe me, ninety offices are enough to cause sufficient legal
problems to keep the legal staff busy.
WHO has a budget of about $1.5 billion a year, $500 million of which is
an assessed contribution from member states, which means it is obligatory.
The remaining billion dollars are voluntary contributions, mostly from states
but increasingly from nonprofit organizations, and even from private industry. Those funds usually are donated for specific projects.
WHAT DOES

WHO Do?

The most consistent strength of WHO over the years has been its standard
setting activity, even though this is not well known by the general public. It
has well-developed protocols for formulating guidelines or standards on a
variety of public health issues, which become finalized only after extensive
peer review by scientists throughout the world. WHO has networks of collaborating scientists who contribute their time to the organization. The
guidelines or standards may be issued by the Secretariat or adopted by the
Health Assembly. Almost all of these standards are just recommendations;
it's very rare for WHO to issue anything binding. So you could say that there
has been a long-standing preference for a "soft law" approach. It is up to the
governments to decide whether to follow the recommendations. This
approach has been quite successful.
There are too many of these recommendations to list. Suffice it to say that
they range from recommended laboratory safety standards to recommendations
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relating to the quality, safety, and efficacy of medicines. There is a nonbinding
code on the marketing of infant formula, which has been widely adopted as law
in many developing countries. The Codex Alimentarius Commission, which is
a joint body established by WHO and the Food and Agriculture Organization,
issues recommended standards on food quality and safety issues, which are
increasingly followed throughout the world and in fact have become reference
standards in some of the World Trade Organization agreements.
Although WHO acts almost exclusively through recommendations, there
are some exceptions. WHO does have the capacity to adopt conventions but
has exercised that only once and only recently-in the form of the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control, which was adopted by the Assembly in
2003 and came into force in 2005 (which was quite quick, actually). It requires
parties to restrict tobacco advertising (ban it if they can do so constitutionally),
set new labeling requirements, implement measures to protect nonsmokers
from second-hand smoke, and clamp down on tobacco smuggling.
Another area in which WHO has adopted binding rules-in the form of
"international health regulations"-deals with the prevention of the spread of
diseases internationally. Within a narrow range of issues, the prevention of
the international spread of disease being one of them, WHO has the unusual
power to adopt binding regulations by a simple majority vote of the World
Health Assembly. This is contrary to the normal practice in international law,
under which states are bound only if they actively agree to be parties to a
particular convention. In the case of WHO's regulations, all member states
are bound unless they notify the Director-General within a prescribed deadline that they refuse to be bound.
Before I say more about the regulations, I want to set the stage for them
by reviewing some history. You all presumably remember SARS. That was
a previously unknown disease that suddenly appeared in China late in 2002.
China tried to hide it, but they weren't able to control it, and it started spreading internationally in 2003. Because of China's concealment, there were no
advance preparations, and SARS spread very rapidly. Finally, after WHO
criticized China, which is an unusual step for an international organization,
China started cooperating. We were able to work with China and other governments to get the disease under control.
The important point is that, at the time of the SARS outbreak, WHO did
not have a good legal regime within which to operate. There were existing
international health regulations at the time, but they dealt with three diseases-plague, yellow fever, and cholera-and required only that states notify
the Secretariat of any outbreaks of those diseases. There was no rule book on
what the states were to do, beyond notifying the Secretariat, or what the Secretariat was to do in response.
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One positive outcome of SARS was that it generated the impetus and the
money and the political will to revise the old internatiofiil health regulations
and develop new ones, which will come into force later this year. Briefly,
the new regulations not only designate certain diseases that states must report
immediately to WHO, but also provide an algorithm, or decision tree, which
states will use to determine whether other incidents, including those of a biological or chemical nature, qualify as a public health emergency of international concern that must be reported to WHO. The new regulations also give
the WHO Secretariat clearer authority to issue ad hoc recommendations to
the governments on treatment and containment measures. Because of these
new regulations, we can hope that when-and I say "when," not "if'-bird flu
transforms itself into some kind of human disease, we will have a better way
of dealing with it.
Another area of the work WHO does involves the coordination of international health activities. As Ian Chambers mentioned yesterday, WHO was
responsible for the eradication of smallpox. Think about it: All of us probably had smallpox vaccinations, but most children-at least those under the
age of thirty or thirty-five-have never had those vaccinations. This disease
was one of the worst diseases mankind ever knew. It killed a quarter of its
victims, blinded or disfigured almost all of the survivors, and eluded any
cure. In the early 1950s, 150 years after the introduction of a vaccine, there
were still fifty million cases in the world each year. With continued vaccination efforts, we were able to get that down to ten to fifteen million by 1967,
but that was still a lot of cases. At that point, the World Health Assembly
launched an intensified plan to eradicate the disease. But still, at that time,
the disease threatened sixty percent of the population of the world.
Through the success of the global eradication campaign, smallpox was
pushed back to the horn of Africa and finally to one last natural case in
Somalia in 1977. Since that time, there have been no cases. Untold human
suffering has been averted, and-for those who want concrete results-the economic benefits have been enormous. I've seen all sorts of estimates of how
much the world has saved as a result of the eradication campaign, which cost
about $100 million. The lowest estimate of the economic savings I've seen is
$275 million a year. By any standard, that is an impressive figure, and a huge
return on investment.
The eradication of smallpox clearly has been a resounding success-but it
seems that there's always a downside. The decision was made to keep some
of the old smallpox virus samples, so we could make vaccines if smallpox
should reappear. Because this occurred during the Cold War, the remaining
stockpiles were divided between one lab in the United States and one lab in
the Soviet Union. The problem is that these stockpiles have now become a
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political issue. Many countries consider these stocks a danger to the world.
The fear, of course, is that the virus might escape accidentally, or that someone might release it intentionally. Yet, the possibility of intentional use
means that neither side will ever destroy their stocks. That means that the
success of WHO in eradicating the disease has created the potential for a new
biological weapon.
To make matters worse, although we say that all the remaining stocks were
placed into these two laboratories, do we really know that for sure? Some people worry that not all remaining stocks were transferred at the end of the eradication campaign. As a result, the issue of smallpox remains a topic of debate
in the World Health Assembly, thirty years after the last case of smallpox.
In this area of coordination of international health activities, WHO is
working to eradicate polio. As was true in the smallpox campaign, WHO
works with many other organizations-other international organizations such
as UNICEF, national organizations such as the Centers for Disease Control
in Atlanta, and many nongovernmental organizations. For example, Rotary
International has donated $600 million to this campaign. When WHO initiated the campaign in 1988, nearly a thousand children were being crippled
by polio each day. The rate of infection has dropped by more than ninetynine percent; there are only four countries where the disease is endemic. The
worst area is the northern provinces of Nigeria, where immunization efforts
faced a particular problem in the early part of this decade. Rumors spread
among the Muslim population that the vaccines were tainted with birth control drugs designed to sterilize Muslims. As a result, people refused to be
vaccinated. With the assistance of responsible religious leaders and the use
of a vaccine made in another Moslem country, Indonesia, WHO was eventually able to get the vaccination campaign up and running again; but there
had been a long period when no vaccinations occurred in the northern
provinces of Nigeria. As a result, the disease spread again in the local population, and they started exporting it to other previously polio-free countries.
This was a big setback, but I'm sure we will eventually succeed. The Secretariat estimates that polio eradication will save governments $1.5 billion
per year in vaccine, treatment, and rehabilitation costs.
One of my favorite programs is the Onchocerciasis Control Program in
West Africa. ("Onchocerciasis"-that's one of the challenges of working for
WHO; you have to learn how to pronounce some of these diseases.)
Onchocerciasis, otherwise known as "river blindness," is transmitted by the
bite of a black fly. There's no cure without expensive hospital treatment,
which isn't feasible in the areas of Africa where the disease occurs. The
worst affected areas were in west Africa, in the savannah lands just below
the Sahara desert and inland from the forested areas along the coast. The
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black fly lives and breeds around the fast flowing parts of the rivers in these
areas. When the black fly was identified as the source of the blindness, the
local populations started fleeing the riverside areas and moving to more arid
land. They got away from the flies but could no longer grow food for themselves. As a result, large populations became dependent on food aid.
In 1974 WHO, along with three other UN agencies, started a twenty-eight
year campaign to eliminate the disease as a public health threat, by spraying
against the black fly in eleven of the worst affected countries. The area covered is similar in size to the northeast United States. WHO had to hire a helicopter company to spray biologically degradable larvacides on the black fly
nests in 11,000 kilometers of rivers. The legal office had to negotiate with
each of the governments for landing rights and free border passage for the
helicopters, because they were going back and forth all the time. That actually was quite an achievement, because not all the countries in that area like
each other. WHO also had teams on the ground doing periodic water safety
checks, to make sure the spraying wasn't affecting aquatic life or the safety
of the water for human use.
Eventually, the spraying operations were complemented by the discovery
that a veterinary medicine called ivermectin, used to treat worm infections in
cattle, could be used in humans infected with onchocerciasis. It prevented
blindness from occurring, and could actually rid sufferers of the disease if used
long enough. The manufacturer of the medicine, Merck, decided to supply the
drug, free of charge, for all onchocerciasis treatments anywhere in the world,
which was great. The problem was with delivery. This disease was prevalent
in extremely isolated areas; it has always been known as the disease "beyond
the end of the road." But having an effective treatment available, free of
charge, motivated not only the Secretariat of WHO but also all the governments concerned and various nongovernmental organizations to set up effective delivery systems. Between the spraying and the use of ivermectin, we
were eventually successful and closed the program down in 2002.
The program was notable because it was the first disease control program
that had as one of its objectives socioeconomic development. It also was one of
the largest intercountry field operations in its time, and ultimately protected
thirty million people in eleven countries; but the most important outcome probably was that the populations were able to return to the fertile land. So whole
areas of western Africa went from being dependent on food aid to exporting
food. The cost of the program was high-$556 million-but the World Bank has
estimated that the program has achieved a twenty percent return on investment.
These are just three high-profile programs run by WHO. There have been
many more. There are programs on the elimination of guinea worm and elephantiasis. There are programs to control tuberculosis, malaria, and leprosy.
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There are programs on nutrition, clean water, safe motherhood, family planning, environmental health and safety, and primary health care, and vaccination drives. And this still is not an exhaustive list.
An important point is that WHO doesn't do all this work alone. WHO has
limited funds and only 9,000 staff, and those 9,000 staff members are spread
out all over the world. Many other organizations work with WHO or provide personnel or funds. Governments will often lend WHO their health
workers, and WHO will send them out into other countries with the status of
WHO experts, which helps them gain access in the countries. The problem
with collaborating with other organizations and governments is that not only
do you have to worry about your own staff behaving themselves in a country, but you also have to worry about the behavior of other people working
with you-especially if you have been responsible for getting them into the
country. One time we hired a helicopter company to do some spraying for us
and suddenly started hearing rumors that the company worked for the CIA.
That made me nervous! But we kept a close eye on the situation and saw no
inappropriate behavior-except that one of the company's employees was
apprehended taking photographs of a local airport. He said that the pictures
were to send to his mother. I did wonder who "mother" was, but we got him
released; he promised never to do it again, and we never had-or at least we
never became aware of-another problem.
HEALTH AND WEALTH

Let me take a moment to talk to you about health and wealth. I've mentioned several times the economic returns for some of WHO's public health
successes. These are relevant because something new has happened in the
last ten years. When the heads of state of the G8 meet, not only do they talk
about economic development and security issues; they also talk about health.
They have realized that health, wealth, and security are interrelated.
There are several reasons for this, I think. The AIDS epidemic has been
sufficiently severe that it is having a negative impact on the economic wellbeing of the hardest-hit countries, and even on their stability. Another factor
has been the coming of age of civic-minded economists who have put
together numbers on the impact of poverty and poor health on the global
economy. One such economist is Jeffrey Sachs. Through his own work and
his work as chairman of the Commission on Macroeconomics and Health, a
body created by WHO, it has come out that economic losses from poor health
have been vastly underestimated. For example, in sub-Saharan Africa, the
losses due to HIV-AIDS are estimated to be at least twelve percent of annual
GNP. If you look at another disease, malaria, areas where malaria is endemic
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have an economic development rate at least one percent lower than the rate
in comparable malaria-free areas. Evidence presented by the Commission
also suggests that each ten percent improvement in life expectancy is associated with a .3 to .4% increase in annual economic growth.
Traditionally, discussions of global infectious diseases got the attention only
of ministers of health. In developing countries, ministers of health generally
are not very powerful officials. The real power lies with the finance ministers.
But when we were able to show the finance ministers that health actually
improves economic development, they started listening and started telling the
heads of state. This finally worked its way up into the G8 discussions. You can
say that it is just talk, but it is a start. And some of the G8 meetings helped lead
to an agreement to create a global fund that has dramatically increased the
money available to combat AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria.
WHAT Do LAWYERS

Do IN THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION?

Before I worked at WHO, I didn't even know they had lawyers. One function of the lawyers is to help the running of the governing bodies-and WHO
has a lot of governing bodies (perhaps too many governing bodies). There
are the headquarters in Geneva, six regional offices, and officers throughout
the world. Also, there are issues with the host states that the legal office has
to handle. I don't want to spend a lot of time on this aspect of the job; it's
fairly boring.
WHO does a lot of product development work, particularly in the areas of
tropical diseases and contraception. WHO funds research on new products
and helps run large-scale clinical trials, and even applies for patents if necessary. Then the legal office negotiates licensing agreements with interested
pharmaceutical companies, covering whatever intellectual property rights
WHO has. WHO usually seeks, as a financial return, a commitment from
the licensee to market the final product to the public health sector in developing countries at preferential prices.
I should mention that every WHO contract with a private entity has an
arbitration clause as the final method of settling any dispute. In return for
having immunity from national court jurisdiction, WHO is obligated by the
Convention on Privileges and Immunities to provide for alternative means
of settling contract disputes or other disputes of a private character. The
mandatary arbitration clause provides that. If a company tries to haul WHO
into court, WHO points to the arbitration clause and invokes its immunity. I
should say, though, that contract disputes are extremely rare, and arbitration
hardly ever happens. There was only one arbitration in my twenty-one years
in the organization.
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The same can be said about WHO's relations with governments, with or
without agreements. WHO viewed arbitration agreements as a good way of
stating clearly the precise understanding of the parties, but during my time
with the organization, it was extremely rare for us even to consider resorting
to a formal dispute settlement procedure. In the rare case of a serious dispute with a government, settlement usually was sought at the political level.
Having said that, there is one area where WHO is constantly involved in
litigation, and that involves human resources. Staff members file complaints
against WHO relating to their employment. Because of its immunity, WHO
cannot be taken into national courts in these cases but has agreed to have all
such claims heard by a special tribunal run by the International Labor Organization (ILO). The judges there, who are distinguished judges in their own
countries, are selected by the governing body of the ILO. The law applied is
that contained in WHO's Staff Rules and Regulations, some general principles of law recognized by the judges, and, to a certain extent, the previous
jurisprudence of the tribunal. Under no circumstances is the national law of
a particular country applied, regardless of where the staff member was hired,
worked, or was fired.
Occasionally, WHO has claims brought against staff members by outsiders. The basic rule is that staff members of the organization enjoy what's
called "functional immunity." That means they are immune from legal
process for their statements or acts performed in their official capacities. In

addition, in many of the countries where WHO works, the senior staff as well
as WHO representatives in the country offices enjoy diplomatic immunity,
either through established practice or through agreement. This immunity is
not necessarily tied to whether the person was acting in an official capacity.
If a case were brought against a staff member in a national court, we would
ask the ministry of foreign affairs to inform the court of the status of the staff
member, and the case would be thrown out of court.
In certain situations, WHO is prepared to waive immunity of a staff member. The three factors are that there appear to be reasonable grounds for the
action, waiving immunity would not be prejudicial to the interests of WHO,
and failing to waive would really impede the course ofjustice. Traffic accidents during the performance of official functions are typical examples. But
WHO always insists that a formal request for waiver of immunity be made
by the ministry of foreign affairs to the Director-General of WHO, and then
the Director-General makes an official decision on waiver. Without such a
formal request, WHO insists on invoking immunity. You might ask why
WHO would insist on such a formal procedure if the organization was prepared to waive immunity anyway. The answer is that WHO wants to make
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sure immunity is dealt with by the national government and WHO at the
international level, both being subjects of international law; WHO wants to
avoid letting countries get into the habit of having immunity decided directly
by the police or local courts.
You're probably thinking that life would be simpler without international
civil servants running around with immunity from national court jurisdiction. The problem is that WHO works in a lot of very difficult countries.
Even in ones that aren't so difficult, the organization can still make enemies
by saying or doing something inconvenient to the state, or inconvenient to
the personal interest of a particular government official. WHO has even
made enemies by failing to hire the relatives of government officials. Immunity can be invaluable protection.
Of course, when WHO works in failed states such as Somalia, we know
that the lives of our staff are in danger, and immunity cannot protect them
from that type of risk; but you don't have to work in Somalia to run risks. In
one country that I will not name, the WHO representative was murdered.
The national authorities eventually accused two of our staff members of having committed the murder. Corruption was reported to be rife in the country,
and we refused to waive immunity-diplomatic immunity, in this case-until
we saw some evidence supporting the accusations. Such evidence was never
provided. Through indirect channels, we knew that two private house guards
of the murdered representative had "confessed"-reportedly under
torture-that they had been hired by the two alleged culprits (the two staff
members) to help with the crime. One of these house guards apparently tried
to recant his confession but died shortly thereafter in prison-which was a little worrisome. Our own investigation uncovered the possibility that the murdered representative had discovered a scheme in which officials of the government were siphoning off aid funds intended for the purchase of medicine,
and he was about to go public. We were not able to gather proof, however.
Murder was very common in this country; hiring a hit man reportedly cost
only fifty dollars. As a result, collecting evidence against government officials was impossible. Eventually, through a shift of the power balance within
the country, several government officials were actually arrested, and the
WHO staff members were exonerated. But, until that happened, immunity
probably saved the lives of the accused staff members.
As an aside, I have to comment on how similar this situation was to the plot
of The Constant Gardenerby John le Carr&. He did not lift this from us, because
his book came out when these events were taking place. But I had been planning to write a book based on the events, and le Carr6 beat me to the plot.
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COMPLICATIONS CAUSED BY POLITICAL DISPUTES

The last point I want to mention to you is that politics can really make life
complicated for a technical organization, and for the legal counsel of a technical organization. One issue that plagued me for many years, and continues to plague my successor, is the attempt by Taiwan to obtain some sort of
status with WHO. WHO, like the rest of the UN, follows the "one China"
principle. Prior to 1971-72, Taiwan was recognized as the sole representative of all of China,. including the mainland. Then a resolution of the UN
General Assembly, followed by WHO's World Health Assembly, recognized
that the Beijing government was the sole representative of all of China,
including Taiwan. Until there is a new resolution overruling that resolution,
the Secretariat has no choice; WHO cannot deal with Taiwan directly but
must deal with Taiwan through the Beijing government.
But Taiwan would have none of that; the government and its friends constantly tried to engage us. Then, beginning in 1997, countries having diplomatic relations with Taiwan would submit a proposal, at the beginning of each
World Health Assembly, "to invite Taiwan to attend the Health Assembly as
an observer" (actually, a proposal to add that invitation as an agenda item).
And each year, Taiwan would conduct a big publicity campaign about how
important it was to be able to attend the assembly as an observer, so they could
obtain needed health assistance from the organization. The irony is that one
has nothing to do with the other; attendance as an observer has nothing to do
with whether WHO could provide health assistance. But attendance as an
observer would provide Taiwan with some sort of international status.
Not surprisingly, Beijing ferociously opposed this. If we allowed the issue
to reach the floor of the assembly, it would result in long debates and then a
vote-almost always a roll-call vote. This was a time-consuming process, so
we tried to avoid it. Each year I tried to negotiate a compromise in which
the process would be a staged performance, with the number of speakers and
the order in which they were going to speak determined in advance. Unfortunately, agreement usually was reached only moments before the session
opened, so my blood pressure was always a bit high.
With or without an agreement on a staged performance, China always
won. It has far more supporters than Taiwan does. So China always won on
the vote; but if there were slight shifts in the constellation of supporters and
nonsupporters, Taiwan would seize on that, especially if important countries
shifted. One year, my last year with WHO, the United States and Japan
finally decided to vote in favor of inviting Taiwan to attend as an observer.
Taiwan was delighted, even though China still won the vote and the issue
took up (wasted) ten percent of the time of the World Health Assembly.
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I was always angry that Taiwan would bring politics into a health organization, but I should acknowledge that Taiwan does have a point in one
respect. For the International Health Regulations, particularly the disease
outbreak notification procedure, to work properly, it is essential to cover all
parts of the world. Taiwan is a glaring hole. During the SARS outbreak, it
became painfully clear that mechanisms were not in place to deal with the
disease in the current political context. The Secretariat managed to cobble
together some operating arrangements with Taiwan and Beijing so that there
was a reasonably timely response to the disease-but neither side was happy.
Going forward, there probably will be informal side agreements providing
direct access to Taiwan and even allowing WHO visits there if necessary, but
Taiwan still is not happy with that because the government wants something
formal, something amounting to international recognition.
This China-Taiwan schism shows that politics can really impede or complicate the work of an organization that is supposed to be a technical body.
The earlier discussion about the inability to destroy the remaining stocks of
smallpox virus is another example. But does one criticize WHO for wasting
its time on politics when it should be fighting diseases? If so, which part of
WHO should be blamed? The Secretariat? Or the member states in their collective capacity as the World Health Assembly? The good news here is that
recent events suggest that the members are willing to compromise their political objectives, at least to a certain extent, when global disease is a real threat.
CONCLUSION

What conclusions can we draw from this review of WHO? First, the various successes of WHO over the years clearly are not WHO's alone but the
collective successes of its member states as well as many other organizations
and individuals who are willing to work with the Secretariat for the good of
WHO's health objectives. Second, WHO's successful history with standardsetting through recommendation proves that sometimes it is as efficient to
ask politely as it is to try to command. Also, successes can sometimes create new problems, as the smallpox program demonstrated. And cultural and
religious tension can impede some of the best public health programs. But
I think the most important conclusion or lesson is that there are enormous
benefits, including economic returns, to be gained from investing in the
health of the world's populations. It really is worth it.

WHAT IS THIS SCOURGE
CALLED METHAMPHETAMINE?t
Eric Martin*
According to survey results, methamphetamine use peaked in 2002. In
2002, about twelve million U.S. residents reported having used methamphetamine sometime in their lives. A survey of 72,000 Americans each year,
the National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH), is the largest, most
scientifically defensible epidemiological survey we have. It has shown a
twenty-eight percent reduction in one type of methamphetamine use over the
last several years. That is great, but that reduction is among casual users of
methamphetamine. (Yes, there are casual users, who use the drug once a
month or even less frequently.) There is another, smaller group of chronic
users, or methamphetamine addicts, and the NSDUH surveys show that the
number of chronic users has actually doubled over the last several years,
which is cause for great concern.
There is a geographical distribution of methamphetamine use. It started in
the West and moved eastward, shifting south along the way, so that when it got
to the East Coast, it struck hard in Georgia and moved north, into South Carolina and North Carolina and Virginia. In the Northeast there still isn't much
methamphetamine, but it is making its way up there. In the states of heavy saturation, methamphetamine touches the lives of everyone in one way or
another-either directly or through a family member or friend or coworker.
TYPES OF METHAMPHETAMINE

Methamphetamine has changed over the years. Most people don't know
that there are more than twenty different kinds of methamphetamine. When
we talk about the "meth" that's being produced now, at street level, we are
talking about a new kind of methamphetamine that has been around only
since about 1995.
In the 1940s, the most common type of methamphetamine was a type
known as 1-methamphetamine or levorotatory methamphetamine. At this
point, I'm going to explain a little bit about chemistry. In the brain and the
spinal cord, most receptor sites are right-handed. In the peripheral nervous
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system in the body, most receptor sites are left-handed. A levorotatory drug
is a drug that rotates to the left; when scientists look at a molecule of the drug
in a plane of light, it rotates to the left. A dextrorotatory drug has molecules
that rotate to the right in a plane of light. A dextrorotatory drug is sometimes
referred to as a right-handed molecule, and a levorotatory drug as a lefthanded molecule. So when a levorotatory or left-handed drug comes along,
it fits into those left-handed receptor sites, which are in the peripheral nervous system. This means that 1-methamphetamine is going to have a broader
effect on the body but little effect on the brain and spinal cord, or central
nervous system. This was the methamphetamine of the 1940s.
In the 1960s through 1988, the most common form of street methamphetamine was a racemic compound called d/1-methamphetamine. It was made
from a precursor chemical called phenyl-2-propanone, otherwise known as
P2P. As a d/l drug, it connected "halfway" with both left- and right-handed
receptor sites and thus had more effect on the brain and spinal cord than the
"old" levorotatory form. Legislation was passed by Congress in 1986 and
1988 that gave law enforcement greater flexibility in restricting access to
P2P. They effectively shut down access to P2P, so the methamphetamine
cooks had to look for a new recipe.
Their new recipe used pseudoephedrine, and it made a new kind of
methamphetamine-pure d-methamphetamine hydrochloride. Because it
connects with right- handed receptor sites, it has a powerful effect on the
brain and spinal cord.
With the change in recipe also came a change in pH; the new meth is pHbalanced. And when drugs are pH-balanced, they can be administered in
many ways. They can be insufflated (that's the medical term for snorting),
they can be smoked, they can be injected, they can be eaten, and they can be
taken through the suppository method. (Yes, there are methamphetamine
users who use that last method. They call it a "booty bump.") A lot of people now are smoking it, because it is now smokable. Here is a recording of
one user, in his own words: "Personally, I smoke it and snort it out of a regular glass tube that you can buy at any minimart around. (I think they are
actually trying to make it illegal to sell them at minimarts, because they obviously are drug paraphernalia.) I've never shot it, and I never would. I find
that disgusting and horrible and one of those 'last resorts.' If I ever got to
that point, I hope someone would turn me in or something. I find smoking
crystal meth to be a hell of a lot safer than shooting it up or even snorting it,
because a lot of diseases are passed through the nose, and also if you shoot
it up, you get into blood-borne pathogens and all that fun stuff." I videotape
a lot of drug addicts, and one told me that he only injects methamphetamine
because meth is bad for your teeth, so he injects it to protect his teeth.
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Still, information from those in treatment for addiction shows that more
and more people are smoking. The Treatment EValuation Data Set (TEDS)
was based on more than 100,000 methamphetamine treatment admissions
from 1992 to 2002. Almost half of all people admitted for methamphetamine treatment in the United States in 2002 reported that they smoked it.
Now, five years later, the more recent reports suggest that seventy to eighty
percent of users are smoking methamphetamine, as their primary route of
administration. Smoking is the quickest route of administration and also the
most addictive route of administration.
This versatile d-methamphetamine has been around only since 1995, but
it has been the predominant type of meth we have seen throughout the
United States since then. This meth is basically today's bathtub crack,
according to Westley Clark, director of the Center for Substance Abuse
Treatment. Today, eighty percent of methamphetamine in the U.S. is coming from Mexico. Only about twenty percent of it is produced in the United
States, in small meth labs around the country. Many meth labs across the
United States have been shut down due to restrictions on pseudoephedrine,
the primary precursor ingredient of modem methamphetamine. Probably
most of you live in states that have enacted restrictions on pseudoephedrine,
requiring you to show identification and get the medicine behind the
counter. A few states have more stringent restrictions. For example, in Oregon, which now has the toughest restrictions in the country, you have to
have a prescription to get pseudoephedrine.
PLAYERS IN THE METHAMPHETAMINE DRAMA

Who are all the players in this drama? Of course, we have the users, both
casual users and addicts. We have the distributors. We have small, clandestine U.S. labs, although we've gone from about 10,000 labs all the way down
to just a couple thousand in the United States. We have the "super-labs" in
Mexico, where most of the methamphetamine is being produced. We also
have convenience stores and head shops that historically have sold pseudoephedrine and that also sell bubble pipes and crack pipes. Some major
chains have even participated in this. Texaco and 7-11 stores sold crack
pipes for years. How many of you remember seeing the crack pipes at 7-11
and Texaco? You would walk into the store and up to the counter, and you
would see glass tubes with little flowers in them, in a box by the cash register. The sign would say "Buy this flower for somebody you love," but they
weren't really selling the flower; they were selling the glass pipe. The flower
was just an excuse to sell the glass pipe. Under public pressure, 7-11 and
Texaco stopped selling crack pipes several years ago.
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I don't think people realize how big a part the convenience stores played
in this epidemic. In a television interview, Rob Bovett, a county counsel in
Oregon and legal counsel to the Oregon Narcotics Enforcement Association,
described a 2001 survey showing that seventy-five percent of the pseudoephedrine sold in Portland-area convenience stores was used to make
methamphetamine. Another study revealed that some convenience stores sold
more pseudoephedrine than Coca-Cola. That's how much pseudoephedrine
they were moving through their stores.
The pharmaceutical companies also played a big role. They have fought
against community coalition efforts to control pseudoephedrine.. As a contractor who has traveled all around the country doing training, I've worked
with community coalitions all over America, and I have seen the pharmaceutical companies fight against community coalition efforts to reduce the
proliferation of pseudoephedrine and resulting methamphetamine. At one
point, the typical box of pills contained twelve pills. As more and more
states started to implement regulations limiting the number of boxes people
could buy (a two-box limit was typical), we saw the number of pills in a box
increase-up to twenty-four pills, then forty-eight pills, and finally ninety-six
pills. That's a huge box. And this increase in box size clearly undermined
community coalition efforts to reduce the access to pseudoephedrine.
In my opinion, the one person in the U.S. who did the best work in uncovering the complicity of the pharmaceutical industry in the methamphetamine
crisis was Steve Suo. Steve won a first-place Meyer Award for his investigative reporting series, "Unnecessary Epidemic," published in The Oregonian in 2004. He traveled all over the world, including Mexico, and he
researched import-export laws in Mexico. He found that in 2002, Mexico
imported about 60 metric tons of pseudoephedrine, but by 2004, Mexico was
importing 240 metric tons of pseudoephedrine. Since the passage of the federal Combat Methamphetamine Epidemic Act 2005, the U.S. government
has been working with the Mexican government to reduce the amount of
pseudoephedrine imported. They got it down to a little over 120 metric tons
in 2005, and the goal for 2006 was 70 metric tons. We're waiting to see the
actual numbers.
The state and federal restrictions on sales of pseudoephedrine have dramatically reduced the number of meth labs in the United States. Thus, community coalition efforts succeeded in reducing access to pseudoephedrine.
Domestic meth lab seizures peaked in 2003.
One of the more expensive aspects of the methamphetamine epidemic is
the impact on children. Methamphetamine addicts generally are unable to
care for their children, and children in the vicinity of meth labs are at espe-
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cially great risk. The result has been the placement of a huge number of children in foster care. Not only is that hard on the kids but it is extremely
expensive for the governments.
One of our current concerns is illicit pseudoephedrine production in Mexico. The DEA and other groups investigating Mexican drug cartels have
found that the cartels have been ordering some basic ingredients to try to
make their own pseudoephedrine, as we have worked with the Mexican government to reduce pseudoephedrine imports. We also are concerned about
increased ephedrine and pseudoephedrine production in India and China, and
somewhat concerned about the United Wa State Army in Burma, which has
increased the production of methamphetamine in Burma.
From a public policy point of view, I would encourage you to take a look
at the big picture. Look at all the players. I have often heard people say, "We
should just take all those drug addicts and ship them off to an island somewhere," as if the addicts were the entirety of the problem. Usually, when you
break these things apart, you find that a lot of people are contributing to the
problem. So anytime I hear somebody claiming to have the one answer to
America's drug problem, that scares me, because there is no one answer.
There are probably a dozen answers. You have to have a comprehensive plan.
And that's what most states have learned, in working with methamphetamine.
Oklahoma was the first state to pass legislation putting pseudoephedrine
behind the counter, and officials there saw an immediate reduction in meth
labs. Arkansas, on the other hand, passed legislation with stiff penalties for
the production of methamphetamine, and their number of meth labs actually
went up-which was counterintuitive from what most people would expect
to happen. Combating drugs takes a thoughtful, multipronged effort.
CONSEQUENCES OF METHAMPHETAMINE USE

Fortunately, because we have had success in reducing methamphetamine
labs, we have freed up some resources that we can apply somewhere else,
such as the treatment of methamphetamine addiction. Before I discuss treatment, however, I need to tell you a little more about methamphetamine and
some of the effects it has on the brain. Methamphetamine triggers the release
of dopamine in the pleasure and reward pathway in the brain. That is why
it's so addictive-it causes a powerful release of dopamine. In fact, it releases
more dopamine than any other drug. Dopamine gives rise to the sensation
of euphoria.
The pleasure and reward center of the brain was discovered back in the
1950s by a researcher named James Olds. He hunted around in rat brains
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looking for that magic part of the brain responsible for the experience of
pleasure from eating and pleasure from sexual orgasms, and he found it in a
tiny area called the nucleus accumbens. Biologists believe, after thousands
of human and animal experiments since the 1950s, that the reason for the existence of this pleasure and reward center is actually survival of the species.
We now know that all living creatures have a pleasure and reward center made
out of dopamine cells-even worms have a pleasure and reward center-and if
living creatures did not experience euphoria from eating food and having sex,
they would not eat food and have sex, and species would end.
We also now know that all of the illicit drugs abused by people can sort of
hijack this part of the brain. The one and only thing that all of these drugs
have in common is that they all increase dopamine activity in the nucleus
accumbens, providing the sensation of euphoria.
A researcher named Gaetano Di Chiara actually measured the release of
dopamine in rats' brains, in response to different drugs and different process
behaviors. In response to food, he measured an average release level of 150
(150% of the basal release level of dopamine). Sex came in at an average
release level of 200 (200% of the basal level). Morphine came in at 200,
nicotine at 225, cocaine at 340-and amphetamine at 1050. (Di Chiara did
not test heroin, which is diacetylmorphine and about ten times stronger than
morphine. Nor did he test methamphetamine, particularly the type we have
today. He tested amphetamine.) So you can see that almost all of the drugs
provide better rewards than natural behaviors like food and sex. Even nicotine produces a stronger response than sex, at least in rats.
Methamphetamine has a host of other effects. In the short term, it can
cause delusions, memory problems, and hallucinations. It's estimated that
about five to seven percent of all methamphetamine users in America reach
the point of acute psychosis, needing professional intervention in an emergency room or psychiatric hospital.. Short of psychosis, almost all methamphetamine users experience some level of hallucinations. The most common hallucination is what's known as "meth monsters" or "shadow people."
Basically, they see dark images moving forward out of the corners of their
eyes. If you see a person on meth, you'll often see him startle orjump, and
then turn his head to look to one side. That's because he has seen, out of
the corner of his eye, the dark images of meth monsters or shadow people
creeping forward.
What does meth do in the brain? As I've already discussed, it causes a
significant release of dopamine. In doing so, it causes damage to the brain.
Researchers are not sure of the mechanisms of how this happens, but they
do know what happens. Somehow, meth permeates the membrane of axon
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terminals, dopaminergic axon terminals, and it causes vesicle sacs containing dopamine to break open. When they break open, dopamine becomes free
floating in the cytoplasm of the axon, and much of it is excreted out into the
synapse, into the synaptic gap. When this occurs, the axon will then absorb
other chemicals like nitric oxide, and it becomes damaged. The cell can even
die at that point.
Dr. Nora Volkow did a study in which she tracked twenty-two methamphetamine addicts over a period of three years, and she found an eight percent tissue atrophy-loss of tissue-in the hippocampus of the brain, and an
eleven percent tissue atrophy in the limbic section of the brain. I'm going
to tell you more about that in a few moments.
Also, new research shows that chronic methamphetamine users have a
shortening of "temporal horizons." Temporal horizon is how far you ponder
into the future. If you have a healthy brain and good nutrition, your brain
can ponder years and decades into the future. But if you have an unhealthy
diet and chronic substance abuse, your brain doesn't think that far into the
future. Researchers design interesting yet simplistic studies to measure this.
For example, they'll ask addicts, "Would you like $10 now, or would you
like to come back in a week and collect $100?" Almost all addicts will say,
"$10 now." I went into a treatment center where people were locked up; they
couldn't take the $10 and go somewhere to buy drugs or anything else. Still,
all of the addicts I interviewed said that they wanted $10 now.
Meth is a neurotoxin. It can cause long-term down-regulation, causing
receptor sites to grow shut in the brain. It can cause permanent, irreversible
damage to the pleasure-reward pathway of the brain. It also causes movement disorders that have yet to be researched.
One gentleman I interviewed had a movement disorder that prevented him
from getting food to his mouth. This man was twenty-six years old and a
nice, bright guy. He was only an occasional user but had gotten some contaminated drug, and it somehow hit one of the movement centers in the brain.
We tried all kinds of drugs and sedation, but we couldn't break the disorder,
and he chose not to go to a long-term care facility. I don't know what happened to him.
His case was more dramatic than most. We see a lot of folks with mild
versions of movement disorders-people with twitches, tics, grimaces, jerky
muscle movement. They show up in treatment, in jails, in courts, and in hospitals. This jerkiness presents problems for reintegrating these folks back
into society. People who have weird, jerky muscle motion or unusual jaw
movements have a hard time passing employment interviews.
From Dr. Nora Volkow's research, we learned that the main areas of the
brain that suffer damage are the frontal lobes, the hippocampus, and the
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limbic section. The frontal lobes are responsible largely for comprehension and judgment. The hippocampus is responsible for attention and
memory. And the limbic section of the brain is responsible for pleasure,
rewards, and emotional regulation. A lot of the damage is in basic brain
chemistry. There is some actual cellular damage, but much of it is imbalance in brain chemistry. That is fortunate, because the brain chemistry
can return to normal, over a period of time.
QUITTING

One of you told me about a witness you had on the stand who wasn't doing
very well in testifying. Then, during a break, he went out and smoked marijuana; and when he got back on the stand, he did much better. That is a hallmark of addiction-people actually perform better when they are under the
influence of their drugs. This is one of the principles I'd like you to understand: When addicts stop taking drugs, they get worse before they get better.
If you have quit smoking cigarettes or you are close to someone who has quit
smoking, you know what I mean. A lot of people are impatient with those
who quit using drugs and expect them to be better immediately, but that's not
the way it works.
During the first twelve weeks, people who have stopped taking methamphetamine have significant impairment. They have difficulty making inferences, manipulating information, understanding metaphor, demonstrating
insight, and learning from experience. Research study after research study has
shown this. Anyone working with someone who has quit using methamphetamine must keep in mind that it will be at least three months before his brain
starts operating on all cylinders again. For example, you need to avoid using
any kind of metaphors. You have to be very concrete in anything you say.
Another important area is memory. We've done research testing the memory of methamphetamine addicts every week for fifty-two weeks after they
quit using meth. We've found that during the first six months of sobriety,
memory actually gets worse. It bottoms out at about six months clean and
sober, and then it gets better. At about one year clean and sober, memory is
almost back to normal.
This, then, is the lesson we've learned about substance abuse and about
methamphetamine especially: People really decompensate when they quit
using the drug, and we have to have systems in place to accommodate them,
to reintegrate them into society.
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PUBLIC POLICY AND TREATMENT

In conclusion, I want to talk a little bit about putting all of this together,
in relation to public policy. It is important to understand that "addiction is a
brain disease." This is a saying that was made popular by Dr. Volkow, and
it is something people often forget. If you have some other disorder such as
a liver disease or a pancreatic disease or a kidney disease, you know the
organ that's involved. In the case of addiction, the organ that's involved is
the brain. The disease affects the way people think, and it takes time for an
addicted brain to get better when the person quits using.
Short-term incarceration without treatment does not work to reduce substance abuse. In Oregon we've come to know this as "catch and release."
"Catch and release" means that you catch a drug addict, take him to court,
and give him ninety days in jail. Then, due to overcrowding, he ends up getting released in a week or two. If you have a catch and release policy for
fishing, it preserves fish. It does the same thing with drug addicts. It does
not diminish or reduce them. It preserves them.
Long-term incarceration works, but it's too expensive. Treatment integrated with enforcement works best. Short-term incarceration with treatment or a drug course seems to be the most effective. That combination has
the best outcome numbers. We've even started family drug courts in Oregon, in order to reunite mothers with their children.
This is the last thing I want to tell you, and it's one of the most important:
Nationwide, young women are using methamphetamine at higher rates than
young men, and many children are going into the child welfare system as a
result of this. Drug courts and treatment are powerful because they help get
women into recovery, and they help reunite women with their children. One
statistic from Oregon tells us that 49.3% of mothers in recovery regain custody of their children. You might think that that doesn't sound too good, but
it actually is huge. Groundbreaking research in Oregon shows that the children of incarcerated women are up to five times more likely than their peers
to be incarcerated. It is imperative that we keep mothers out of jail and out
of prison, and do everything we can to get them into recovery-to get them
clean and sober and reunited with their children, if for no other reason than
that it saves buckets of money when mothers instead of states raise children.

JURIES AND EXPERTS: SOME RECENT DATA FROM
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE LITIGATION
Dale A. Nance*
One of the recurring issues in evidence law is the competency of lay juries to
assess expert testimony, especially in cases involving fairly technical expertise.
This issue affects many of the decisions that courts are called upon to make. In
particular, to the extent that rulings about "reliability" under Daubertand the
revised FRE 702 are viewed through the lens of jury management, our beliefs
about jury competence come into play. I
My purpose here is to call attention to some data buried in a recent study of
medical malpractice awards. 2 I came across it while writing a book about recent
proposals to replace the medical malpractice liability system with a form of
administrative compensation.3 The study, conducted by researchers at the Harvard School of Public Health, focuses primarily on settlement practices. Nevertheless, the tables in the published study contain data speaking directly to the matter ofjury performance. (My understanding is that the authors plan to publish an
additional article based on the same data collection and specifically discussing
jury verdicts. You might want to be looking for this.)
This data set is particularly informative on the topic ofjury competence to deal
with complex expert testimony because of the special characteristics of medical
malpractice trials. First, they are almost always jury trials. Second, liability
almost always turns on conflicting expert testimony. (Expert testimony establishing the standard of care is required of the plaintiff and typically offered by the
defense.) Third, the topic of the expert testimony often (but not always) involves
highly technical matters. These three factors come together to present a unique
opportunity to test juries' abilities to handle expert testimony.
The Harvard researchers obtained access to a large and fairly representative
set of closed claim files of malpractice insurers. They then had each case
reviewed by physicians not involved in the cases. These physician-reviewers
were asked to make an independent assessment of the conduct of the defendant that potentially created liability. The assessments of these reviewers were
then compared to the results of the legal system, with any payment-however
*Professor, Case Western Reserve University School of Law
I I think this is the wrong way to think about these doctrines, but that's another matter. See Dale A. Nance,
Reliabilitvand the AdmissibilitvofExperts, 34 SETON HALL L. REV. 191 (2003).
2 See David M. Studdert, et al., Claims, Errors,and CompensationPayments in Medical MalpracticeLitigation, 354 N. ENG. J. MED. 2024 (2006).
3 See MAXWELL J. MEHLMAN & DALE A. NANCE, MEDICAL INJUSTICE: THE CASE AGAINST "HEALTH

CouRTs" (2007).
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small, and whether made by settlement or in the wake of a trial verdict-being
counted as a determination by the legal system that malpractice occurred.
Even with such a generous standard of what is to count as a legal determination of malpractice, one that would tend to exaggerate the occurrence of disagreements between physician-reviewers and the legal result, the researchers
concluded that the profile of studied claims "does not square with the notion of
4
opportunistic trial lawyers pursuing questionable lawsuits."
That's not a comforting result for tort reformers. But in reading their report, I
was also specifically interested in how juries performed at trial. If, as the tort
reform rhetoric often goes, juries are confused when faced with dueling experts
and resolve their confusion in favor of sympathy for the injured patient and against
the deep-pocket defendant, then one would expect the physician-reviewers'
assessments to be less generous to plaintiffs thanjury verdicts. Indeed, given the
reviewers' probable identification with the medical profession, one would expect
them to be much less generous to plaintiffs. Further, one would expect the rate
of "false positives" (undeserved jury verdicts for plaintiffs) to be high and the rate
of false negatives (undeserved jury verdicts for defendants) to be low.
Of the 1452 claim files reviewed, 208 involving physical injury were resolved
by trial. Although the researchers did not focus on these cases in the cited report,
one can infer (with a little work) how many of these jury verdicts were in agreement with the assessments of the physician-reviewers. 5 Some calculation generates the following table:
208 tried
med mal cases

Jury
Verdict

Physician-Reviewer Assessment
medical error

no medical error

for plaintiff

39

11

for defendant

52

106

4 Studdert, et al., supra note 2, at 2030. The researchers involved have substantial histories favoring tort

reform, which probably accounts for their ability to gain access to zealously guarded insurance company
files. My conversation with one of the principal investigators revealed that their agreement with the companies requires that the data not be made public, so there is a problem about replicability of their analyses. I have no specific reason to distrust these researchers, and civility requires that I treat their study as
conducted in good faith. In view of the researchers' tort-reform sympathies, however, one must assume
that the truth of the matter can be no worse for the malpractice system than what they report.
5 See Studdert, et al., supra note 2, at 2030 (Table 2).
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Several striking results emerge from this table. First, the physician reviewers
found medical error in 91 of the 208 cases (44%), about what one would expect
from a system that sends only close cases to trial. Yet the jury verdicts went for
the plaintiff in only 50 of the 208 cases (24%). Overall, juries were much less
generous to plaintiffs than the physician-reviewers, a finding that is consistent
with what other empirical researchers have reported about jury sympathies and
inconsistent with the claims of critics of the legal system.
Second, if one takes the reviewers' assessments as a "truth standard," so that
juries' disagreements with them represent legal mistakes, then one can calculate
the false positive, false negative, and total error rates for jury verdicts. By this
standard, false positives occurred in a mere 11 cases (5%), dominated by false
negatives in 52 cases (25%). That is, false negatives (favoring defendants)
occurred five times more often than false positives, contrary to what many tort
reformers seem to assume. Still, juries and physician-reviewers agreed in 70%
of all the cases tried. A total error rate of 30% is not bad for a human decision
system resolving close civil cases.
Of course, the assumption that the physician-reviewers were always right
skews things against the legal system. The actual rates of legal error are likely
smaller than these figures suggest. The reason is simple: In at least some of the
cases of disagreement between juries and reviewers, the legal system will have
generated a better result than the reviewing experts, whereas it is much less likely
that in cases of agreement both the jury and the reviewers got it wrong. Just how
large this effect would be is impossible to know, based on the reported data. But
it could be substantial. If, for example, one takes the physician-reviewers to be
right twice as often as juries, in cases of disagreement, that would imply a total
legal error rate ofjust 20%.
These data add an important piece to the puzzle ofjury behavior. There is little here to support the view that juries are befuddled by battles of the experts and
even less to support the view that juries resolve their confusion by invoking sympathy for the injured as against deep pockets. To be sure, the conservatism of
juries revealed by the data may be peculiar to medical malpractice-perhaps a testament to misinformation in the popular media about the liability system being
out of control-but it is also possible that it reflects a more general conservatism in
the assessment of complex expert evidence and a willingness to take seriously the
burden of proof as a means to resolve doubt. About the worst that one can say is
that, while juries seem to do remarkably well overall, when the result in the case
turns heavily on a battle of the experts, juries may be particularly conservative in
their verdicts, at least in civil cases.

IT'S TIME TO PUSH BACKt
Thomas J. Heiden*
I have devoted my professional life to our trial system and have tried cases
in each corner of our country. I have been treated fairly in every courthouse,
even in what are labeled the most controversial of our trial venues. Ourjustice system, with all its imperfections, remains the best system yet devised
by humankind for fairly and peacefully resolving disputes. We need to
defend that system before it is too late.
A genius of the Founding Fathers reveals itself in the balance of power
among our three equal branches of government. Today, however, the executive and legislative branches, driven by overtly political influences, have
radically shrunk the judicial branch, largely without participation by the principal advocates of our judicial system. The civil justice system is under
assault and is being severely curtailed all around our country. The assault is
broad and multifaceted and advances on at least three fronts: limiting the
access of claimants to the courts; limiting the authority and jurisdiction of
courts; and criticizing and condemning courts and judges. Legislatures have
imposed some of these limits, but recently, unprecedented prohibitions on
access to the courts have been ordered by executive branch edict. The system, which depends on an independent judiciary and open-minded citizens as
decision makers, has become intensely politicized, with direct attacks demonizing courts, judges, and juries.
These changes have been directed mainly by forces outside the courthouse.
Although lawyers and judges are the principal participants in the system, neither law firms nor judges are effectively participating as the judicial branch
is eroded: law firms because they perceive themselves as conflicted, and
judges because their canons and their culture eschew such a role. Lawyers
are particularly ambivalent. Some have little faith in the jury system. Many
practice in areas of the law far removed from courthouses. Others realize that
their corporate clients-understandably-want to be sued less.
There are, however, profound consequences flowing from the silence of
lawyers and judges-financial, professional, social, political, and constitutional consequences. Our justice system is unique to this country and has
been an essential element of the greatness of our American society and culture. Lawyers and law firms should be at the forefront of a public debate
t Reprinted with permission from the March 2007 issue of THE AMERICAN
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about whether limitations (or additions) to both the access and authority of
our courts are justified. We are the stewards and the guardians and, yes, the
advocates of this constitutional system. It is our responsibility both to confront its excesses and to articulate its importance.
LIMITING ACCESS TO THE CIVIL SYSTEM

I remember some of the things I learned as a young lawyer, first trying
misdemeanor cases for the prosecution in western Michigan and later civil
cases all around our country. I was told: "A trial is a search for the truth,"
and "Seize the high moral ground." I remember a courtroom full of lawyers
in a dusty rural Texas courthouse arguing in a huge nuclear case. The trial
judge looked down and scowled: "None of you is looking for the truth," he
said. "You're all trying to hide the truth." The truth was not to be hidden in
his courtroom.
I remember a federal judge from Yakima, Washington, during a six-month
jury trial saying, "Cross-examination is the last best way to find the truth." I
believe he was correct. I remember a busy San Francisco trial judge devoting four-and-a-half days to voir dire of 300 prospective jurors because fairness was paramount to her search for the truth. I have always been struck
by how seriously jurors take their responsibility. I remember once asking a
question on cross-examination in a courtroom in Phoenix and hearing the
answer clearly and loudly enunciated-by an engrossed juror herself.
But that search for the truth is endangered. The right of a claimant-be it
an individual, a corporation, or an institution-to present a petition in open
court and see it decided by an independent judge or a jury is a hallmark of
our civil justice system. Ours is one of the few societies in which ordinary
citizens participate directly in the process of deciding disputes. The men
who convened in Philadelphia in 1787 believed that participation to be so
important that they enshrined it into our Constitution-twice-in the Sixth and
Seventh Amendment guarantees of trial by jury.
Yet today, powerful movements point to courtroom defects, some real,
some imagined, and say that plaintiffs should not be permitted to file or present petitions, and that judges may not entertain or rule on those claims; the
American Association for Justice (formerly the Association of Trial Lawyers
of America) lists several state and federal statutes that it complains both
shield products and insulate conduct from judicial scrutiny. Calls to bar the
courthouse door are increasingly routine. But barring petitioners at the courthouse door does not reform the system; it threatens to abolish it.
"Trial by jury," Thomas Jefferson once wrote, "is the only anchor yet
imagined by man by which a government can be held to the principles of its
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constitution." But the inevitable consequence of limiting access to the courts
is the "vanishing" trial. The number of federal civil trials goes down each
year; in Texas alone, they are down fifty percent. There are trial partners in
major firms who have never tried a case. National Institute for Trial Advocacy professors may be recast as historians.
The civil justice system, as we all know, isn't perfect. Unfettered joint and
several liability is one excess, and the specter of aberrational punitive damages is another. Damages are meant to compensate for loss; a request for
damages is not a ticket for a megaball lottery. The real excess in the civil
system, however, may be neither court rulings nor jury verdicts but rather
the simple fact that far too many cases have been and are settled, for far too
much money.
There are well-known instances of abuse as well-such as the silicosis personal injuiy suits in which the "Silicosis Sheriff," federal district court judge
Janis Jack, ruled that diagnoses had been "manufactured for money"; the tens
of thousand of dubious asbestos claim "diagnoses"; and the alleged payments
to securities class action plaintiffs described in the indictment of Milberg Weiss
& Bershad. Those situations need to be confronted, and many have been.
But in general, courthouse scams are not easy to pull off. Trials are scrutinized by several layers of appellate review. Trial lawyers are challenged at
every step by their courtroom adversaries and are subject to vigorous ethical sanction enforcement. Our actions receive far more formal scrutiny than
those of people in the other two branches of government.
I believe the idea that courtrooms are unfairly tilted toward personal injury
plaintiffs to be an often unchallenged myth. The playing field is generally
level. Companies and their trial lawyers have learned how to defend their
products and their conduct. They have learned how to try difficult cases even
in the most hostile venues. In the Vioxx litigation, for example, Merck &
Co., Inc., decided to try every case, and so far has been quite successful in
defending itself-despite trying cases only in venues chosen by plaintiffs'
lawyers. 1 I have not hesitated to defend corporate America in rural Mississippi or downtown San Francisco. I have seen a cadre of trial lawyers who
can defend any civil case in any courtroom with trial advocacy skills the
envy of any courtroom legend. There is no unbridled wave of huge jury verdicts that require the legislative and executive branches to bar claims at the
courthouse door.

I On November 9, 2007, Merck agreed to a "favorable" settlement of $4.85 billion, putting "an end to as
many as 50,000 cases that threatened to drain the company of billions of dollars in defense costs for years
to come. . ..
" WASH. POST, Nov. 10, 2007, at DI (quoting Merck General Counsel Kenneth C. Frazier).
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Some argue that "tort reform" is good for American business and protects
American jobs. Better articulated standards for product performance are
good for business, and likely for consumers as well. But in Michigan, where
the legislature has rewritten products laws and products liability, lawsuits
virtually have vanished-and Michigan has lost more than 210,000 manufacturing jobs over the last six years. How ironic: Michigan may well have
insulated the manufacturers to which it is losing jobs from their own harmful conduct.
In fact, businesses need access to the courts. The economy today is global;
corporations compete across borders and across continents. They regularly
face unfair and illegal business practices in other countries and by foreign
competitors. Those businesses require our courts to enforce their commercial rights and to adjudicate disputes involving contracts, products, dealers,
and intellectual property. Intellectual property litigation, for instance,
increased by forty-seven percent between 2001 and 2005-including twentyseven percent just from 2004 to 2005, according to statistics compiled by the
federal courts. Companies are increasingly likely to be plaintiffs in commercial cases, which represent between twenty-five and forty percent of all
federal court filings.
Businesses, in other words, have the same quest for civil justice and the
same need for fair compensation as individual claimants. I have represented
corporate and municipal plaintiffs perhaps as often as defendants-frequently
in bet-the-company struggles. I have been told many times by corporate
executives that their shareholders and their employees were counting on me,
and were counting on a judge and a jury, to make things right. They were
often correct: An enterprise or a product or an invention was at stake; every
alternate commercial effort had been exhausted; and the judicial system was
the only hope left.
American companies have long turned to a strong judiciary to protect them
from legislative and executive action. Businesses regularly challenge both
legislation and administrative agency action. Indeed, corporate America had
only the courts to check the activism of the New Dealers, and even the order
of the executive in taking over the entire steel industry. American business
needs protection from the very branches of government that are cutting the
power of the judiciary.
LIMITING THE AUTHORITY OF COURTS

During Watergate, there was a struggle between the executive and legislative branches that threatened our constitutional form of government. A
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courageous federal district court judge, John Sirica, and a unanimous U.S.
Supreme Court stepped up to preserve and enforce the rule of law. In so
doing, they may well have saved the republic.
The judiciary's power is the rule of law itself. The preservation of that
role-the check the judiciary provides on the power of the other branches-is
crucial to the success of our constitutional system. Yet the very authority
and jurisdiction of the courts are being curtailed. Legislative and executive
actions to strip courts of their power to hear civil claims are disturbing, but
other intrusions on the authority of our courts may have more profound
social and moral consequences.
The examples are increasingly frequent and flagrant. The executive
branch decided simply to ignore the explicit statutory requirement in the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act that it obtain a judicial order before eavesdropping on Americans-conduct that Detroit federal district court judge
Anna Diggs Taylor ruled an unconstitutional violation of the separation of
powers doctrine in a case brought by the American Civil Liberties Union
against the National Security Agency. "Our constitution was drafted by
founders and ratified by people who still held in vivid memory the image of
King George III and his general warrants," Taylor wrote. "The concept that
each form of governmental power should be separated was a well-developed
one." The executive branch appealed her ruling, but in January, after months
of defying both the court and the statute, the U.S. Department of Justice told
the Senate that it will follow the law-by obtaining a secret warrant from a
secret court.
Another effort to prevent judicial review was President George Bush's
November 13, 2001, order, in which he declared that military commissions
would be established to try suspected Al Qaeda members. The government
then prepared to try an American citizen, alleged to be one of Osama bin
Laden's former aides, before a military commission. The Supreme Court
intervened, ruling that the commissions were neither allowed under current
federal law nor a military necessity. The legislative branch responded by
empowering the executive at the expense of the judicial branch. Congress
passed a new law, the Military Commissions Act of 2006, creating a tribunal system for trying foreign captives. The new law expressly prevented
U.S. courts from reviewing those detentions and required the dismissal of
hundreds of lawsuits filed by detainees. No one disputes that some of the
detainees held at Guantdnamo Bay may pose a very real and serious threat to
this country's national security. The executive has now announced, however,
that "evidence" in those tribunals will include hearsay and even tortureinduced "testimony."
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The legislative and executive branches also combined to deny habeas
corpus to millions of people in this country-again stripping the judiciary
of its constitutional power. The writ of habeas corpus was codified to protect people imprisoned in the Tower of London by English kings. It was
preserved explicitly in the first article of our Constitution, which asserts
that "the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended,
unless when in cases of rebellion or invasion the public safety may require
it." Habeas corpus was famously suspended by President Abraham Lincoln during the rebellion we call the Civil War, but it has survived other
real and imagined crises since.
That is why some of what we now read in the mainstream press sounds
far-fetched, especially to those of us who revere America's founding values
as anchored by the rule of law. Apparently our government operates secret
prisons-whose existence is denied. The prisons' locations are undisclosed;
the inmates identities are secret. These prisoners are charged with no crime
and have no lawyer; they have no civil rights and are denied even the protections of the Geneva Conventions. It reads like a Solzhenitsyn novel. For
all any of us know, U.S. citizens may be lost in the web. The legislative and
executive branches refuse to permit these secret prisoners a real trial before
a real court, even prohibiting rights of appellate review. If they are violent
criminals, why aren't they and their crimes put on public trial in our courts,
as our constitutional traditions demand? There is at least one reason to cut
the judiciary out of this secret process-to remove the judiciary's constitutional check on executive and legislative actions so that such actions cannot
be reviewed, reversed, or remedied.
What a shame for a country that wrote of justice and due process of law
in its Constitution. We were taught exactly what our constitutional system
repudiates: star chamber proceedings, Inquisitions, and secret trials. We
lawyers must resist the temptation to let the fight against our enemies cause
us to use the practices of our enemies. Our fight for justice must not employ
the tools of injustice.
Institutional balances-here 220-year-old constitutional balances-once dismantled are not easily restored. In stripping the judiciary of its role and insulating executive and legislative actions from review, reversal, and remedy,
we have lost the high moral ground.
CONDEMNING JUDGES AND COURTS

Efforts to weaken the judicial system have been facilitated by a now longstanding campaign to disparage and demonize judges, jurors, and the system
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itself. Courts and judges are regularly criticized and condemned by politicians, interest group activists, and other talking heads. A California-based
movement that advocates stripping judges of civil immunity and subjecting
them to secret grand jury removal managed to place such a proposal on the
ballot in South Dakota in 2006. (Happily, it was rejected by voters.) In the
Terri Schiavo controversy, politicians took direct aim at the judiciary.
Former congressman Tom DeLay, who is now under indictment in his home
state of Texas, issued this dark warning to federal and state judges: "The time
will come for the men responsible for this to answer for their behavior." Congressman Steve King of Iowa called the Schiavo case "a glaring example of
the judiciary's willingness to sacrifice a human life on the altar of their [sic]
contempt for the legislative branch."
Those comments are mild compared with what is found by turning the AM
radio dial or visiting Web sites. There, national audiences are told to pray
that God remove certain Supreme Court justices as part of a twenty-one-day
"prayer offensive" directed at the Supreme Court. I've heard one best-selling
pundit suggest that Justice John Paul Stevens be poisoned. And I have heard
and read of a well-known religious figure who compared the Supreme Court
to the evil white-robed men of the Ku Klux Klan, accusing the Court of
endorsing terrorists' rights and, in a reference to abortion, causing history's
worst holocaust. Who knows what chilling effects result from demonizing
judges and the judicial system? We in Chicago pondered not whether a disgruntled litigant set out to murder Judge Joan Lefkow's family, but which
one had done it.
Those rants have influenced and enabled the actions of the executive and
legislative branches. Kansas senator Sam Brownback, for instance,
demanded that Janet Neff, a judicial nominee from my state of Michigan,
agree to recuse herself from certain types of cases-specified by him-as a
condition to her nomination even being considered by the Senate. The reason? Neff had attended a same-sex civil union of the daughter of her nextdoor neighbor. The judicial branch has only one means of expressing itself:
the voice of the rule of law. Its opponents may have the right to say what
they say, but we have the duty to respond.
The various movements to compromise the power of the judicial branch
raise hard questions. Does limiting access to the courts protect American
jobs? If so, does that goal justify stopping petitioners at the courthouse door?
Does denying terror suspects access to a real court actually protect us from
terror? If so, is that denial justified? Are we afraid of the public, impartial
resolution of disputes? Afraid to let a court dismiss a "frivolous"' complaint?
Afraid to scrutinize the innocence of a death row convict? Afraid to put terrorists on trial?

IT'S TIME To PUSH BACK

However difficult the issues, we as lawyers should be heard in every
nuance of this debate.
Much of the effort to downsize the judicial system comes from the legislative and executive branches. Neither has, of course, proven itself free
from excess, abuse, mistake, corruption, and failure. 1 would prefer to cast
my client's lot to a judge and jury rather than to legislative or executive
mercy. I would rather confront my client's adversary in the courtroom on
the merits than have her barred at the courthouse door. I would rather that
the deeds of our enemies be adjudged in a public trial. And I expect my
clients to have a full set of rights when summoned to defend themselves.
Companies, businesses, corporations, and their employees, officers,
directors, and shareholders have a stake in the preservation of the justice
system that is equal to that of personal injury claimants and plaintiffs'
lawyers. Those of us on the civil defense side should call for an open, public debate of the true consequences of limiting what our Constitution prescribed for our nation.
Participating in the debate may be risky, and may demand sacrifice. Most
recently the executive branch set out to intimidate the lawyers themselves.
The executive's point man for "military detainees" did not like the fact that
some lawyers and some law firms are standing up to these constitutional
abuses. In an eerie reminder of Senator Joseph McCarthy's "black lists" of
the 1950s, he called on American companies to retaliate against those
lawyers by pulling their business from those firms. It takes courage to stand
in the face of such threats.
I have no sympathy for real terrorists and believe that they and their crimes
should be exposed to the harsh light of public trials. I am convinced, however, that what we are witnessing is less about fighting foreign enemies and
more about the accumulation of preeminent power in the executive branch.
That I care very much about, because without a strong judiciary, executive
power can be used against Americans-individuals, businesses, and institutions. I once defended a company charged by Michigan's attorney general
with four counts of industrial homicide. It was a grisly case, laced with tension and hostility. That company needed each of its defense rights. I don't
know if my client could prevail today, now that prosecutors have been
empowered to use tools against white-collar and corporate defendants that
were originally designed for use against street crime. Now I see the courts
being cut out of the process entirely. I imagine hearing the voices of those
old trial judges, saying: "Why are they so determined to erode those checks
and balances? Why do they prevent us from hearing and seeing and finding
the truth? Why do they insist their actions be free from review and remedy
and reversal?"
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I have spent most of my spare time playing and coaching hockey. In
hockey, when you are pushed, you need to push back. I believe the same is
now true for lawyers. There is no moral or ethical conflict to prevent us from
standing up to defend the constitutional system we swore to uphold. For the
sake of our constitutional system, we need to push back.

